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abbreviation:* 
a word formation process whereby a word is formed from the initial letters of a phrase. The more 
precise terms acronym and initialism are preferable in technical analysis. 
 
E.G.      <V.C.E.>        (initialism) 
E.G.      <UNESCO>    (acronym) 
 
 
Aboriginal English:* 
The dialect of English that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples speak. As this varies 
considerabley around the country, it is in reality an umbrella term covering a large range of more 
specific dialects – Aboriginal Englishes. 
 
 
abstract noun:* 
a noun which refers to a non physical entity, such as an idea, feeling or process. 
 
E.G. <grace> 
E.G. <anger> 
E.G. <multiplication> 
 
 
accent:* 
the pronunciation patterns that are associated with a particular group of speakers.   Accents are 
often associated with a particular dialect, though the two are distinct concepts: the same dialect 
may be spoken with different accents. 
 
 
acronym:* 
a word formed from the initial letters of a series of words. An acronym is distinguished from an 
intitialism as the letters are pronounced as if they spell a word. 
 
E.G. <AIDS> (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)  
E.G.  <Qantas> (Queensland and Northern Territory Aerial Services)  
 
 
active voice:* 
a grammatical structure in which the agent of the verb is the subject of the clause (see also 
passive voice). 
 
E.G.  <The dog ate my homework>.                    (<The dog>, the agent of <ate>, is the subject) 
E.G.  <My homework was eaten by the dog>      (a passive sentence, <My homework> is not the       
                                                                               agent) 
 
 
additional language acquisition:* 
the process by which a speaker acquires a second language in addition to the language that was 
learnt in infancy. 
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adjacency pairs:* 
adjacent turns in a conversational interaction that have a close relationship with each other. When 
one participant uses the first item of the pair, there is a social expectation that the other participant 
reply with the other. 
 
E.G. P1 <hello> 
        P2 <hello>   
 
E.G. P1 <how are you?> 
        P2 <good, thanks> 
 
 
adjective:* 
a word class that describes qualities, and is typically used to convey information about nouns and 
pronouns. Adjectives may be attributive or predicative. Attributive adjectives are dependents, 
contained in a phrase headed by the noun they describe. Predicative ones are the complements 
of a copula verb. Most adjectives can be used in either way. See also comparatives and 
superlatives 
 
E.G.  <she is happy>                                    (predicative adjective) 
E.G.  <A really bright girl>                             (attributive adjective) 
 
 
adjective phrase* 
a phrase in which the head word is an adjective. An adjective phrase may function as a modifier in 
a noun phrase, or as a complement.  
 
E.G. <the surprisingly lovely weather>’      (modifies the head noun ‘weather’) 
E.G. <The grass was luminously green>   (functions as complement of verb ‘to be’) 
 
 
adverb:* 
a word class with a number of functions. See adverb phrase.   
 
 
adverb phrase:* 
a phrase in which the head word is an adverb. An adverb phrase may function as a modifier in an 
adjective phrase or adverb phrase, or as an adverbial.  
 
E.G. <She is very happy>                              (modifier in adjective phrase) 
E.G. <He came in most extraordinarily quickly>   (modifier in adverb phrase) 
E.G. <she came in really quickly>                           (adverbial) 
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adverbial:* 
in clause analysis, an additional structure which modifies the information given by the clause’s 
core structural content. This modification to meaning which occurs is typically in response to the 
question words <how> (adverbial of manner) <where> (adverbial of place) <when> (adverbial of 
time) or <why> (adverbial of purpose/reason). Adverbials of attitude express the attitude of the 
speaker/writer to the rest of the sentence and connecting adverbials function as cohesive ties. It’s 
important to note that, while adverbials are structurally subordinate to the main clause, they may 
be actually be the focus of the sentence in terms of information flow. Adverb phrases, 
prepositional phrases, noun phrases and dependent clauses are the usual categories which carry 
out the adverbial function. 
 
E.G    <she came in when the window broke >    (adverbial of time - dependent clause) 
E.G.   <unfortunately, she came in>                      (adverbial of attitude - adverb phrase) 
E.G.   <he, on the other hand, left>                       (connecting adverbial - prepositional phrase) 
 
 
advertising: 
a field in which commercial organisations seek to persuade audiences to buy a product or service. 
The way in which this affects language use will be heavily influenced by other contextual factors. 
The nature of the product or service is itself important (e.g. is it a luxury good or a functional one) 
as are the relationships i.e. precisely what kind of customers are being targeted?  
 
 
affixation:* 
the process of adding an affix to a root to form a new word as. There are three types of affix: 
prefix, infix and suffix (see also morphological transformation). 
 
 
affricate:* 
a manner of articulation, affricate consonants are produced through the almost simultaneous 
production of a plosive and fricative. There are two affricate consonants in English (see Appendix 
2). 
 
 
agent:* 
a semantic term used with action and sensation verbs to describe the the thing or person that 
‘does’, or ‘experiences’, the verb. The agent is related to, but distinct from, the subject, which is a 
syntactic term and refers to what the verb is true of. The difference between the two is shown in 
the difference between passive and active voice.  In the active voice, the agent is the subject of 
the clause. In the passive voice, it is given using a prepositional phrase with <by>, or omitted 
altogether.  
 
E.G. <The dog ate the bone> 
E.G. <The school was burned down by a disgruntled teacher>         (the school is the subject of the clause finite                       
                                                                                                              verb <was>, but the teacher is the       
                                                                                                               agent of the action-lexical verb <burned>) 
 
 
agentless passive:* 
a passive clause in which the agent of the verb (the thing/person that ‘does’ it) is omitted.  
 
E.G.  <Uranium was discovered in 1789>  
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alliteration:* 
a type of sound pattern that involves the repeated use of consonants or consonant clusters. 
 
 
anaphoric reference: 
a reference in which a lexeme – typically a pronoun – refers to an already mentioned object. 
 
E.G.  <The Lady was rich. She was also cruel> 
 
 
animation: 
a metaphor that involves the attribution of animate qualities to inanimate items (see also 
personification). 
 
E.G. <the pen flew from his hand > 
 
 
antithesis: 
a type of syntactic patterning. Antithesis is a particular form of parallelism in which the second part 
of the repeating structure in some way reverses the meaning of the first, often through the use of 
antonymy. 
 
E.G. <It was the best of times, it was the worst of times> 
 
 
antonymy: 
refers to the sense relation between lexemes that are opposites or near opposites of each other. 
 
E.G. <cold> is an antonym of <hot> 
 
 
approximant:* 
a manner of articulation, approximant consonants are also known as ‘semi-vowels’, since their 
production involves no real obstruction of sound as occurs in ‘true’ consonants. There are three 
approximant consontants in English (see Appendix 2). 
 
 
archaism:* 
the purposeful use of a language feature which is generally redundant in  
contemporary use for stylistic effect.  
 
E.G. (in a 21st century conversation) <she doth annoy me greatly!> 
 
 
article:* 
a determiner used to make either a definite or an indefinite identification of a noun. See definite 
article and indefinite article for more detail. 
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aspect:* 
a grammatical category applicable to verbs. A verb’s aspect, along with its tense, determines how 
the action or state it describes is presented or ‘seen’ in time. See tense-aspect for more details. 
 
assimilation:* 
a feature of connected speech in which a sound is changed to become more similar to a 
neighbouring sound (typically either in its place or manner of articulation or with respect to whether 
it is voiced or voiceless). This process makes sequences of sounds easier to produce. 
 
E.G.  <handbag> is pronounced <hambag>. The alveolar nasal ‘n’ and the alveolar  
                                                                        plosive ‘d’ are assimilated to the  
                                                                        bilabial nasal ‘m’, which is closer to ‘b’  
                                                                        - the bilabial plosive which follows 
 
assonance: 
a phonological patterning in which a vowel sound is repeated across words. 
 
E.G.  <mean league> 
 
 
audience:* 
in some texts, a term which describes the person or people that a speaker/writer/signer is 
addressing. In many broadcast texts, there are two distinct audiences: the audience hearing the 
text live – e.g. in a television studio – and the audience listening/watching at home. 
 
 
Australian English:* 
The dialect of English used in Australia. For many purposes, this serves as an umbrella term,  
covering many different dialects associated with different groups within the Australian community. 
 
 
auxiliary verb:* 
a word class that is used in combination with, or in place of, a clause’s lexical verb. Auxiliary verbs 
are typically used to fix the the tense and/or aspect of the lexical verb which follows them. Three 
verbs are used in this way in English - <be>, <have> and <do>. Each of them can also be used as 
a lexical verb, in which case they do carry meaning of their own. As auxiliaries, their functions are 
as follows:  
 
E.G. <Do you like butter?>                                          (simple aspect - interrogative) 
E.G. <I didn’t feed the cat>                                         (simple aspect – negative )  
E.G. <I do love you!>                                                   (simple aspect - emphatic) 
E.G. <James loves jumping and Leanne does too>    (simple aspect - substitution) 
 
E.G. <Don’t move a muscle!>                                      (form negative imperatives) 
 
E.G  <I have visited Paris>                                          (forms perfect aspect)  
 
E.G. <I am going to the pub>                                       (forms progressive aspect) 
 
E.G  <He was eaten by the lion>                                 (forms passive voice) 
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B 
 
backchannel signal:* 
Also known as a minimal response. 
a short response, such as <hmm>, <yeah>, <ooh>, <right>, used in spoken texts by participants 
not speaking to indicate that they are listening.  
 
 
back vowel:* 
a vowel sound produced with the tongue towards the back of the mouth. The vowel /u/ is a back 
vowel. 
 
 
bare infinitive clause:* 
a clause formed with the simplest non-finite verb form, it has a number of uses (see also infinitive 
with to). 
 
E.G.  <Should we go to town?>       (as the complement of a modal verb)  
E.G.  <Leave me alone!>                 (used to form an imperative)   
E.G.  <I do not like people.>            (used in negative constructions with ‘do/did not’) 
E.G.  <Did you eat all the chips?>   (used in interrogative constructions with ‘do/did’) 
E.G.  <I do enjoy it!>                        (used in emphatic constructions with ‘do/did’) 
E.G.  <She let them eat cake>          (as a complement of some lexical verbs) 
 
 
<be>:* 
the most common verb in English. It has retained some of the complexity of Old English, and has 
a number of forms depending on tense, person and number (see table). As a lexical verb, <Be> is 
a copula verb, and is followed by a complement which attributes qualities, states or identities to 
the subject of a sentence. It is also used as an auxiliary verb.  
 
E.G.  <Two plus two is four> 
E.G.  <Mr Smith and Ms Jones are the English Language teachers> 
E.G.  <That cake was under the table> 
E.G.  <Were you cold?> 
 
 

FINITE FORMS  NON FINITE  FORMS 
 

Singular Plural 
 Bare 

infinitive 
be 

 1st 
Person 

2nd 

Person 
 

3rd 
Person 

 

1st 
Person 

2nd 
Person 

3rd 

Person 
 infinitive to be 

Present 
Tense 

am Are Is Are Are are  Past 
participle 

been 

Past 
Tense 

was Were Was Were Were were  Ing-
participle 

being 

 
 
Behaviourism:* 
a psychological theory which, when applied to the study of first language acquisition, describes 
language learning in terms of the external stimuli which an infant receives and the linguistic 
behavior that they produce. Critical to this theory is the role of caregivers in providing positive 
reinforcement – reward – for successful utterances.  
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bilingualism:* 
native-speaker level knowledge of more than one language.  
 
 
blend(ing): 
a process of word formation in which parts of two independent words are combined and used as a 
new word.   
 
E.G. <smog> (from <smoke> and <fog>) 
 
 
borrowing:* 
the process of acquiring new words or grammatical features from another language. Examples of 
borrowings into English include <giraffe> and <lute> from Arabic, and <cargo>, <cigar>, and 
<vanilla> from Spanish. 
 
 
bound morpheme:* 
a morpheme that cannot stand alone as a lexeme. In English, the majority are affixes – 
morphemes added to roots in inflection or derivation (for example the verb suffix <ing> or the 
adjective/adverb prefix <un>). A small number of bound morphemes, however, are roots; 
examples include <ceive> (<receive>, <conceive>, <deceive>), <cess>  (<process>, <recess>) 
and <mit> (<admit>, <permit>, <remit>) 
 
 
breath:* 
a vocal effect which is used with a number of purposes in spoken texts. A sharp and intentional 
loud intake of breath may convey surprise; a deliberately powerful ‘huff’ often indicates skepticism 
or doubt. 
 
 
broad accent: 
the Australian English accent which departs most from British RP (received pronunciation) – the 
‘strongest’ Australian accent. See also general accent, cultivated accent and ethnic accent. 
 
 
broadening:* 
the process in language change whereby a word’s denotation comes to be broader than at a 
previous point in its history. For example, the noun <holiday> once referred specifically to a 
religious holiday (from <holy-day>). Its meaning has now broadened to include any day away from 
work, as well as trips taken away from home for pleasure.    
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C 
 
cataphoric reference: 
a cohesive tie in which a lexeme or phrase refers forward to a referent that appears later in the 
text. 
 
E.G. <she saw it and ran. The beast took after her.> 
 
 
category:* 
in syntax, a term to distinguish the types of structure which may fulfill a function within a larger 
unit. The grammatical approach taken by this booklet uses 6 categories: noun phrase, verb 
phrase, prepositional phrase, adverb phrase, adjective phrase, and clause. A full syntactic 
analysis of a structure explains which category serves each function within it. 
 
E.G. In <that dog is a great help> the noun phrase <a great help> functions as the complement of the   
        verb <is>.          
 
 
changing connotation:* 
the process whereby the peripheral associations of words change even as the essential 
denotation remains the same (see elevation and deterioration).  
 
 
clause:* 
a syntactic structure which in most cases consists of a predicate in combination with a subject. In 
Standard English a clause can serve as a complete sentence if it follows the pattern of one of the 
four sentence types. If a sentence has more than one predicate then it must contain more than 
one clause (see sentence structure).  
 
 
cliché:* 
an expression that has become so familiar that it has lost its power to enliven through literary 
effect. A figurative cliché, such as, <don’t beat around the bush> is familiar to most speakers, and 
does not tend to provoke thought in the way a freshly conceived metaphor or simile may. Cliches 
may nevertheless be used to create an atmosphere of familiarity and so build rapport with an 
audience – see idiom. 
 
 
clefting: 
a syntactic structure in which a clause is ‘broken’ in two and a dummy subject, <it>, is used with a 
copular <be> to highlight an element of the original clause. The rest of the content is conveyed 
using a relative clause. See information flow for its effect. 
 
E.G.  <It was the dog that ate the cake, not Dad!>                     (ie, clefting of basic clause <the dog ate the cake>) 
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closed interrogative:* 
a type of interrogative that has only two possible answers: yes or no. In English it is formed with an 
auxiliary verb preceding the subject, except when the lexical verb is <be>, in which case there is 
no auxiliary, and <be> itself precedes the subject.  
 
E.G. <Did you see the movie last night?> 
E.G. <Are you happy with your plans?> 
E.G  <Have you got anything in red?>  
 
 
closing:* 
a formulaic expression which by convention brings a text to an end. 
 
E.G.  <Yours sincerely> 
E.G.  <See you later> 
E.G.  <Go in the peace of Christ our Lord, Amen> 
 
 
code-switching:*  
the practice whereby speakers switch between varieties of the same language – or different 
languages – depending on context. For example, an indigenous Australian may speak an 
Aboriginal English when with relatives at home but switch to a more general dialect of Australian 
English when in the workplace.  
 
 
codification:* 
the process, a key part of standardisation, whereby linguistic norms are given official status by 
institutions of authority. This usually involves publication in books or – increasingly – on websites. 
Dictionaries are the most important texts which codify a language, though style guides and 
grammar guides also contribute to the process.   
 
 
coherence: 
the degree to which a text is a meaningful whole. For a text to have a high degree of coherence 
the ideas within it, as well as their manner of presentation, should enable the audience to make 
plausible interpretations of it. A key factor in this is the degree of linguistic cohesion, but other 
factors can be important too, such as formatting, inference, logical ordering, consistency and 
conventions. 
 
 
cohesion: 
the degree to which a text is linked together by cohesive ties. In most texts a very large number of 
these links exist, and usually there are two or more between any adjacent sentences. Some texts, 
particularly informal ones, may have a relatively low number, but they can still make sense and 
achieve their purposes – see coherence to understand why.  
 
 
cohesive tie: 
a linguistic link which contributes to a text’s cohesion. Cohesive ties are not structural in the way 
that syntactic links which build sentences are. Instead, they are created by the meanings of the 
words and phrases used (see Appendix 1).  
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collocation: 
two or more words which often appear in close proximity to each other. Collocations are cohesive 
ties. 
  
E.G.  <The  woman walked in the room. Her skirt was long and reached almost to the ground> 
E.G.  <Did you book as I asked you? The tickets are almost sold out> 
E.G.  <Are you ready to order? I can’t remember the last time we ate out?> 
 
 
colloquial language:* 
language features which tend to be used only in informal situational contexts. The term colloquial 
language is chiefly concerned with lexis – the types of words used. The extent to which a text 
makes use of colloquial language is a key factor in the formality of its register.  
 
 
commonisation:* 
the process whereby proper nouns become common nouns.  
 
E.G.  <biro> is commonised from the name of the inventor of the ball-point pen.  
  
 
common noun:* 
a type of noun which refers to general, rather than specific, individual objects and ideas. In 
English, common nouns are written with lower case initial letters (see proper noun). 
 
E.G. <car> 
E.G. <person> 
E.G. <jam> 
 
 
complement:* 
a clause function which adds information regarding another part of the clause. Unlike an adverbial, 
a complement can only be used when a word which licenses it is present in the rest of the clause. 
For example, some complements are  licensed by copula verbs, and  function to give more 
information about the subject. Complements lack the flexibility of adverbials in that they typically 
occupy a certain position, usually after the word which licenses them. Noun Phrases, Adjective 
Phrases, Prepositional Phrases and Dependent clauses can all function as complements. 
 
E.G.  <She looks really angry>                                       (adjective phrase) 
E.G.  <He became a rich vet>                                         (noun phrase) 
E.G   <She was on the train>                                          (prepositional phrase)  
E.G.  <The law is that you must wear a seatbelt>         (dependent clause)  
E.G.  <I consider him an idiot>                                        (noun phrase) 
E.G.  <she put the cup on the table>                               (prepositional phrase) 
   
 
complex sentence:*  
a sentence which contains at least one dependent clause. The dependent clause serves a 
function with respect to the main clause. See dependent clause for examples. 
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compound-complex sentence:* 
a sentence containing at least two coordinated clauses and at least one dependent clause. 
 
E.G. <When Dad got home the children were singing and Mum was crying.> 
 
 
compound:* 
a lexeme formed by combining two other lexemes. Compounds are most often nouns or 
adjectives. In English, compounds are sometimes written as two words, sometimes as one, and 
sometimes with a hyphen.  
 
E.G. <carport>  
E.G. <washing machine> 
E.G. <well-used>   
 
 
compound sentence:* 
a sentence containing a relationship between two clauses of coordination. The clauses are 
usually, though not always, connected by a coordinating conjunction. 
 
E.G.  <I love her and she hates me!> 
E.G.  <There are trees in the meadow; their leaves are falling.>   
 
 
concrete noun:* 
a noun which refers to a physical object: ie, an object which may be seen and/or heard and/or 
touched (see abstract noun). 
 
E.G. <shadow> 
E.G. <sand> 
E.G. <Jupiter> 
 
 
conjunction:* 
a word class which is used to link two or more syntactic units of the same type. Some co-
oridnating conjunctions can occur at the start of a sentence, and so function as cohesive ties. 
 
E.G. <I woke up early. And she promptly went back to sleep>               (linking 2 sentences: a cohesive tie) 
E.G. <There’s tea or coffee>                                                                   (linking 2 noun phrases) 
E.G. <He was poor but happy>                                                               (linking 2 adjective phrases) 
E.G. <She came in because it had started to snow>                              (linking 2 clauses) 
 
 
connected speech:*  
the way the phonemes of lexemes are altered when the lexemes are spoken in sequence in 
natural speech. See assimilation, vowel reduction, elision, insertion 
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connecting adverbial: 
an adverbial which serves to relate sentences within a text, and so functions as a cohesive tie. 
 
E.G. <The colour of life is always changing. The spirit of youth, however, remains ever vibrant.> 
E.G. <She was rich. She was, moreover, beautiful.> 
E.G <Firstly, there is no money. Secondly, we don’t need anything anyway> 
 
 
connecting conjunction: 
a conjunction which functions as a cohesive tie. The use of conjunctions to link sentences is 
sometimes described as non-Standard in written texts.  Although for co-ordinating conjunctions 
this is not the case, its frequent occurrence can add informality to the text’s register.  
 
E.G. <They were out. But this wasn’t a problem> 
E.G. <She had arrived late due to the road-works. So, hoping to avoid them, she left early>  
 
 
connotation:* 
the social meanings or emotional associations triggered by a word in use. Two words with the 
same denotation can carry different connotation (e.g. the nouns <mother> and <mum>) (see 
denotation). 
 
 
consistency: 
a factor in a text’s coherence, consistency refers to the way in which stylistic and other features 
occur consistently though-out a text, thus contributing to the sense that the text is a unified whole. 
Featues which might contribute to this include: consistency of syntactic choices such as sentence 
structure, tense, person or voice, and consistent use of patterning (semantic, phonological, 
syntactic).  
 
 
consonance: 
a type of phonological patterning that involves the use of identical consonants or consonant 
clusters in non-stressed syllables. 
 
E.G. <Eating pudding> 
 
 
consonant:* 
a phone produced by the total or partial restriction of air by one or more of the vocal organs. There 
are 24 consonants in most varieties of English (see Appendix 2,  place of articulation and manner 
of articulation). 
 
 
content word:* 
a word that carries lexical, as opposed to grammatical, meaning. They are also known as open 
class words. Nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives and interjections are word classes of content 
words. See also function word. 
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context:* 
the sum of all non-linguistic factors that relate to a text. It can be described in terms of four key 
factors: mode, tenor, and field and function.  
 
 
contraction:* 
words presented in a shortened and, usually, combined form. Note that, in contrast to a blend or 
compound, a contraction of two or more words does not form a new, distinct lexeme – it’s an 
alternative way of presenting indepdendent lexemes. Contractions usually involve changes in 
pronunciation (see connected speech) or, in written modes, evoke spoken modes by representing 
these changes orthographically. Contractions, particularly informal ones requiring non-Standard 
orthography, can lower the formality of a text, but some may still be found in formal texts.  
 
E.G. <can’t>                ( <can not>) 
E.G.  <I’ve>                 ( <I have>) 
E.G.  <fish ‘n’ chips     (informal -  <and>) 
E.G. <dunno>              (informal -  <do not know>) 
E.g. <wanna>              (informal –  <want to>) 
E.G. <gonna>              (informal –  <going to>) 
E.G. <ain’t>                 (informal  <are not>) 
E.G. <dontcha>           (informal  <do not you>) 
E.G. <gimme>             (informal  <give me>) 
 
 
conventions: 
factors in a text’s coherence, conventions are rules or expectations – usually unwritten – that 
determine particular language features to be necessary for a given text-type. As audiences are 
aware of these conventions, they find the text more accessible. Newspaper readers, for example, 
expect newspaper articles to be written in columns, and so find it easier to navigate their way 
around the text when written in this way. 
 
 
conventions for the transcription of spoken English* 
see Appendix 3. 
 
 
conversion: 
the process of creating a new lexeme by changing the word class of a root word. It is distinguished 
from derivation as no affixation takes place. 
 
E.G. <I google the news>      (the verb <google> is converted from the proper noun <Google>)  
 
 
cooperative principle: 
an unstated agreement people adopt when they communicate: they try to get along with each 
other by following certain conversational conventions or ‘maxims’ that underlie the efficient use of 
language. 
 
 
 
coordinating conjunction:* 
a conjunction used to link together language units, such as phrases and clauses, that are of equal 
status. They can be remembered using the mneomic FANBOYS, though by far the most 
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commonly used ones are <or>, <and>, <but>, <so> (see compound sentences). 
 
 
coordination:* 
the relationship between two syntactic units of the same type and status, that are usually joined 
together by means of a coordinating conjunction (see also subordination). 
 
E.G.  <I wanted to watch TV but I had to finish my homework>    (coordinated clauses) 
E.G.  <the man was hot and tired>                                                (coordinated adjectives) 
 
 
copula verb* 
a verb which is followed by a complement giving further information about the clause’s subject. 
The most important and frequently used copula verb is <be>. Copula verbs should not be 
confused with transitive verbs, which in active voice are followed by a recipient. Some verbs can 
be used with either a copula or a transitive meaning, which is usually apparent from context. 
 
E.G.   <your dog is lovely> 
E.G.   <your dog smelt awful!> 
E.G.  <your dog smelt the cake!>            (<smell> used as a transitive verb with an object) 
 
 
cough:* 
a vocal effect. As well as being an unintended feature of spoken discourse, coughs can be used 
intentionally – and so have a linguistic role – in order to convey emotion or as a turn taking 
strategy. 
 
 
count noun:* 
a noun used to refer to objects which in English grammar are countable – that is, they can be 
plural. The determiner <many> is used to refer to the quantity of such nouns, rather than <much> 
(see non-count noun).  
 
E.G.  <apples> 
E.G.  <concepts> 
 
 
covert norms: 
rules describing language use in in-group, non-Standard varieties. Covert norms define slangs and 
in-group varieties, and so do not undergo codification. Knowing and understanding them is 
therefore difficult for non-members of the given group, and this may be used as an informal ‘test’ 
of group membership.  
 
 
creative word formation: 
the creation of new words (neologisms) for stylistic effect. This often involves morphological 
transformation. Sometimes the effect is comic, or is intended to draw attention to the novelty of 
that which is described.  
 
 
creole:* 
a language which has developed from a pidgin. A creole is distinct from a pidgin in that it has 
native speakers – i.e. children grow up speaking it as their first language.  
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critical period of language development:* 
a period posited by many language acquisition researchers during which a disproportionately large 
amount of language is learnt by the child, and after which language acquisition becomes harder.   
 
 
cultivated accent: 
the Australian English accent closest to the prestigious British ‘RP’ (Received Pronunciation) 
accent. Used by a prestigious minority in Australia for much of the twentieth century, it has 
become increasingly rare in recent decades. See also general accent, broad accent and ethnic 
accent. 
 
 
cultural context:* 
the network of beliefs and values that participants ‘bring’ with them to the text. See participants. 
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D 
 
declarative sentence:* 
the sentence type typically used to make a statement. In English, the clause in a declarative 
sentence has the function order S – V - (O/C): the subject precedes the verb, which is followed by 
an object or complement if appropriate. The sentence may also include one or more adverbials, 
which give additional information about place, time, manner or reason, and which may appear in a 
variety of positions within the sentence. 
 
E.G. <I like milk on my breakfast> 
E.G. <She looked cross yesterday> 
E.G. <The rabbit is flying!> 
 
 
definite article:* 
a formal name for the determiner, <the>. <The> is used to signal that a noun refers to something 
the audience already know about, either because it has already been mentioned, or because it is 
easy for them to work out from context. It is therefore usually a marker of given information. See 
information flow and indefinite article. 
 
 
deictics: 
lexemes (in most cases, determiners, pronouns, finites, and adverbs) whose denotation depends 
on personal, temporal or locational characteristics of the situational context.  Thus, the meaning of 
<I love being here with you> is only apparent if we know who said the sentence, where and when 
they said it, and to whom they said it. Since their meaning is readily apparent from context, 
deictics play a role in information flow by conveying given information. 
 
E.G. <I>, <we>, <you> (personal)  
E.G. <now>, <tomorrow>, <last week>, <this week>, <did>, <will> (temporal)  
E.G. <here>, <there>, <that> (locational).  
 
 
demonstrative pronoun:* 
a type of pronoun used to refer to objects by ‘pointing’ to their location in time and/or space. 
Understanding their meaning requires an understanding of the context of their use. There are four 
main ones in English: <this> and <that>, and their plural versions, <these> and <those> (see 
deictics and demonstrative determiners).  
 
E.G.  <This is the one I want> (near the speaker)  
E.G   <Those are the ones I want> (away from the speaker).  
 
 
demonstrative determiner:* 
a type of determiner used to identify a particular noun or group of nouns by ‘pointing’ to their 
location in time and/or space. Understanding their meaning requires an understanding of the 
context of their use. There are four in English: <this> and <that>, and their plural versions, 
<these> and <those> (see deictics and demonstrative determiners). In some cases, the definite 
article ‘the’ may also be used in this way.   
 
E.G. <this lesson is very interesting> 
E.G. <these chips taste great>  
E.G. <Pass me the spanner>                 (first mention of the spanner, but obvious which one from context) 
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denotation:* 
refers to the ‘core’ meaning of a word, or its reference. For example, the denotation of the word 
<mother> is a female parent (see connotation). 
 
 
dependent clause:*  
a clause that serves a function with regard to another clause. A dependent clause may be a finite 
clause or a non-finite clause. 
 
E.G. <I really enjoy going to the footy>                                 (functions as object)  
E.G. <That you are going is an interesting development>    (functions as subject) 
E.G. <I like the cats that are furry>                                        (functions as modifier in noun phrase) 
E.G. <She came in because she was cold>                         (functions as adverbial)  
E.G. <She is who I’ve been looking for>                              (functions as complement) 
 
 
derivation:* 
a type of morphological transformation. A more dramatic change than inflection, derivation creates 
a new lexeme which has either a distinct meaning, or is typically used in a different word class, 
from the root morpheme (see morphological transformation).    
 
E.G.   <unhappy>       (prefix <un> transforms root adjective into new adjective with opposite sense) 
E.G.   <happiness>    (suffix <ness> transforms root adjective into a noun) 
E.G.   <horsey>          (suffix <y> transforms root noun into a new noun with an informal meaning) 
E.G.   <precook>        (prefix <pre> transforms root verb into a new verb with extended meaning) 
 
 
descriptivism:* 
an approach to language that aims to describe how people use language, rather than offer 
instructions about how it ought to be used (see prescriptivism). 
 
 
determiner:* 
a word class that ‘points out’ a noun to listeners by providing information about how specifically it 
is to be undersood, either by indicating its possession, or by relating it to the rest of the text or the 
context. Determiners can thus be explained in a number of ways: they may function to add 
cohesion to the text, they may reflect the context, they may play a role in information flow, and 
they can have an impact on formality. 
 
E.G. <the lovely boys> 
E.G. <her cheeks> 
E.G. <a load of rubbish> 
E.G. <(a lot of) (her) ideas> 
 
 
deterioration:* 
a form of changing connotation, deterioration occurs when a word looses positive connotations, or 
gains negative ones, while its core denotation remains similar or the same. 
 
E.G.     The verb <stink> used to refer to anything which produced a smell of  
             any sort. It now refers only to things which smell badly.  
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dialect: 
a variety of a language associated with a group of speakers. Dialects associated with an ethnic 
group may be known as ethnolects, those associated with a social class as sociolects. In English 
speaking countries most dialects are treated as of lower value, and are spoken by groups of lower 
social status, than Standard English – the prestige sociolect used by the well-educated minority. A 
dialect is defined by its lexical and syntactic features, but is often also closely associated with a set 
of distinct phonological features – an accent. Like the ‘group’ of people it is associated with, a 
dialect is to some extent an artificial construct: linguists impose the distinction to meet their 
particular purposes.  
 
 
diminutive: 
a derived lexeme whose denotation is essentially the same as its root, but which carries additional 
meaning of smallness, familiarity, affection and/or triviality. The frequent use of diminutives, 
particularly those formed through suffixation, is a marked feature of Australian English (see 
Australian Suffixation). 
 
E.G.  <piglet> 
E.G.  <smoko> 
E.G.  <Freeo> 
E.G.  <Warney> 
 
  
diphthong:* 
a vowel sound that involves a shift from one articulation to a second as it is being pronounced. 
The start and end points of a diphthong are indicated in its IPA symbol, which is a combination of 
two separate symbols. There are 8 diphthongs in most varieties of English (see Appendix 2). 
 
 
direct object:* 
a type of object. In the active voice, the direct object is the recipient of the verb; whereas the 
indirect object is typically that to which the direct object has been directed. In English, the direct 
object follows the indirect object, unless the indirect object is preceded by the preposition <to>.  
 
E.G. <We sent George a letter> 
E.G. <We sent a letter to George> 
 
 
discourse1 

a text  
 
 
discourse2 

the subsystem which describes how the sentences of a text are organised into a unified whole. 
The way this happens is highly dependent on the text’s register. An informal spoken text, for 
example, will more likely be organised through the use of prosodic features, inference, turn taking 
and topic management. The organisation of a formal written text, on the other hand, will be much 
more reliant on formatting and cohesion factors.    
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discourse particle:* 
a lexeme, phrase or clause, such as <well>, <yep>, <you know>, or <I mean>, that has no 
grammatical relationship with the accompanying clause, and is used in a text to communicate 
information such as changes of topic or scene, personal attitudes, and other nuances of meaning. 
 
 
discriminatory language: 
language that reflects and/or imposes hierarchical distinctions between people. For example, the 
titles <Miss> and <Mrs> reflect a distinction between married and unmarried women which is not 
conveyed by the male equivalent <Mr>. The use of the Miss/Mrs distinction therefore implies that 
marital status is more important to a woman’s identity that it is to a man’s, and this has led to the 
development of a politically correct variant, Ms. 
 
 
domain: 
See semantic field. 
 
 
double-speak: 
language used for the purpose of confusing the audience and achieving obfuscation. Double-
speak is a term particularly used in political contexts.  
 
 
dysphemism: 
the use of a word or expression that emphasises harshness, abusiveness or offensiveness. 
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E 
 
Early Modern English:* 
the stage in English’s development which lasted between roughly 1500 and 1700. Early Modern 
English (EME) was influenced significantly by the development of printing in the late 1400s, which 
was an initial factor in the process of standardization. However, orthography during the EME 
period was less standardized than it is in Modern English. The distinction with Modern English is 
mostly one of lexis, though there are a few significant syntactic and morphological differences. In 
the second person singular, for example, the pronoun <thou>   was used, with verbs in the present 
tense inflected with the suffix <st> (see Middle English). Early Modern English is the language of 
many key texts in the history of written English, in particular the works of Shakespeare, the King 
James Version of the Bible, and the Book of Common Prayer. 
 
 
elevation:* 
a form of changing connotation, elevation occurs when a word loses negative connotations, or 
gains positive ones, while its core denotation remains similar or the same (see deterioration). 
 
E.G.   <queer>      This was for much of the twentieth century a pejorative word to  denote   
                              homosexual people. Over the last few decades it has been ‘reclaimed’ by gay  
                              people as a term with the same denotation (homosexuality) but with positive  
                              associations of pride and belonging.   
 
 
elision: 
a phonological process in connected speech in which sounds are omitted from the usual 
pronunciation of a word. When part of a contraction, this is usually represented in written modes 
by apostrophes. Non-Standard orthography may be used in written texts to evoke more informal 
elisions in speech.    
 
E.G.  <can’t> 
E.G.  <my mate loves footy ‘n’ beer> 
 
 
ellipsis:* 
(plural: ellipses) the omission of grammatically required elements from a clause (see fragment). In 
principle, an ellipsis could threaten the cohesion of a text, but listeners/readers are often able to 
make sense of the text using the context, so that an ellipsis can serve as a cohesive tie. Frequent 
ellipsis is usually a marker of informality.  
 
E.G  <She sees what’s happened - drops the cat - runs to the baby –picks it up.>  (ellipsis of implied subject       
                                                                                                                                      <she>)   
 
 
emoticon: 
an icon used to represent facial expressions that is constructed using the standard keyboard. 
Emoticons are used in emails and SMS messages, for example, to communicate some of the 
paralinguistic information that is lost in the transition from speaking to writing. 
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end focus: 
see information flow. 
 
 
ethnic accent: 
the umbrella term for accents that have emerged through contact with indigenous and, particulalry, 
non-English migrant languages. See also general accent, broad accent and cultivated accent. 
 
 
ethnolect: 
see dialect. 
 
 
etymology:* 
the study of the history of words. 
 
 
euphemism: 
a lexeme used to describe taboo subjects. For example, instead of saying <urinate> or <piss>, 
people say <go to the toilet> or <use the loo> in Australia, and <use the bathroom> in North 
America; in Canada and Hong Kong, <go to the washroom>. 
 
 
exclamative:* 
a sentence type used to express an exclamation. An exclamative begins with either ‘what’ or 
‘how’. This is then followed by a fronted adverbial, object or complement, and then by the rest of 
the clause (NB. Declarative sentences are often used to exclaim, in the sense of expressing 
strong emotion. This may be conveyed with exclamation marks in written modes and intonation in 
spoken modes. Such sentences are not true exclamatives, as their distinctive features are not 
syntactic). 
 
E.G. <What an interesting picture you drew> 
E.G. <How gorgeous you look> 
E.G. <How she complains> 
E.G. <How elegantly she throttled the cat> 
E.G  <What a beautiful pussy you are> 
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F 
 
false start:* 
a feature of spoken texts when a speaker, having already started on an utterance, hesitates or 
changes their mind about what they want to say. A false start is most common in unplanned 
discourse. 
 
E.G.  <Rebec-  I mean (.) Joanne (.) have you done the homework?> 
 
 
field:* 
as an element of context, field refers to the topics of a text; as an element of register, it refers to 
the groups of words used to describe those topics. Fields are generally considered to be broad 
concepts, so that, for example, a conversational register may include the field ‘pets’, but not ‘Mrs 
Jones’ poodle’. The register of a wedding service’s register may include the fields ‘family’ and 
‘law’, but not ‘the future Mr and Mrs Smith’. A text’s register may feature more than one field, and 
new fields may occur as new topics are introduced.   
 
 
figurative language: 
the extension, linking or transfer of words’ literal meanings. Many figurative uses are already well-
known and have been ‘frozen’ into the language. These can be found across a variety of texts, 
particularly in informal registers. Others are original and creative, and generally found in more 
particular text-types. (see semantic patterning).  
 
E.G.  <I see> to mean <I understand> 
E.G.  <I can’t stand him> to mean < I can’t tolerate him> 
 
 
filled pauses/voiced hesitations: 
see pause filler. 
 
 
finite: 
a syntactic function which fixes the tense and modality of the clause. A full sentence typically 
contains at least one finite. In most tense-aspect structures, the finite is the first auxiliary verb 
(either ‘do’, ‘have’, ‘be’, or a modal verb). In positive statements in the simple aspect, however, the 
finite and the predicator functions are served by the same word. 
 
E.G.  <They hate monkeys>                     (present simple – lexical verb ‘hate’ in present tense form) 
E.G.  <Have you seen her?>                     (present perfect – auxiliary verb ‘have’ is present tense) 
E.G.  <I didn’t help>                                  (past simple – auxiliary verb ‘did’ is past tense) 
E.G.  <They took the children home>       (past simple – lexical verb ‘took’ in past form) 
 
 
finite clause: 
a clause with a finite. All Standard sentences contain at least one finite clause. See also non-finite 
clauses.  
 
 
first language acquisition:* 
the process whereby infants acquire competence in their first or ‘native’, language. 
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first person:* 
a syntactic category that refers to the text’s speaker or writer. It may be plural or singular. In 
English this is chiefly expressed through use of specific function words - see person for details. 
 
 
fixed expression: 
see formulaic expression. 
 
 
floor:* 
the right to speak that is held at each point in a spoken interaction by a particular participant in 
preference to the other participants. 
 
 
formality: 
the extent to which a register is either distant and impersonal, or casual and intimate. Registers 
that are highly socially prescribed, and which imply a distant tenor, are at one end of the scale, 
while those which are highly casual and relaxed, and imply a close tenor, are at the other. In 
practice, a given text is usually located somewhere on a spectrum between these points.  
 
The formality of a text must be distinguished clearly from two related, but distinct ideas. First, while 
spontaneous texts are more often informal, and planned texts formal, they don’t have to be. Close 
relationships can be reflected in planned texts, and distant ones in spontaneous texts. Secondly, 
dialect  features are not formality choices. Non-Standard dialects in particular may be more likely in 
informal situations, but they do not in themselves make a text informal, since the choice to use 
them, in so far as users have a choice, is not determined by the closeness of the particular tenor 
of the situational context. 
 
Formality is established chiefly through choices in syntax, lexicology and morphology. See table 
below for some of the most important points. 
 

 formal features informal features 
Syntax  In written modes, mostly declarative sentences  

 Greater lexical density with more use of 
prepositional phrases, nominalisation and 
modification 

 More use of passive with end-focus on processes 
 

 Informal structures like fragments more likely 
 In written modes, more frequent use of 

imperatives and interrogatives  
 In spoken modes, use of parataxis to create long 

sentences of many, usually shorter clauses 
 Lower lexical density with fewer content words 

per clause 
 

Morphology  More morphologically complex lexemes   
 Greater use of Latinate affixes and Greek 

compounds 
 

 Informal morphology more likely – e.g. dimunitive 
suffixation, creative neologism 

 Lexis generally morphologically simpler 
 

Lexicology  More sophisticated/low-frequency lexis 
 Latinate and Greek roots more common 
 Euphemisms more likely to manage taboo and 

offence 
 
  

 

 More colloquial lexis and/or slang 
 Expletives and dysphemisms more likely 
 More idioms – especially verbal idioms based on 

strong verbs with Old English roots  
 More use of interjections 
 More deictic lexemes, as greater context 

knowledge and personal connection assumed 

   
 

formatting: 
a factor of written texts which contributes to their coherence. It concerns such issues as the size 
and type of font chosen and the lay-out of text on the page. 
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formulaic expression: 
fixed phrases that are used frequently in a particular context for a fixed purpose. 
 
E.G. <g’day> 
E.G. <s’truth> 
E.G. <I’m bid> 
E.G.  <I sentence you to…> 
E.G.  <Let us pray> 
 
 
fragment:* 
a grouping of words which does not conform to the structure of one of the four sentence types, 
and yet is still presented as if a complete sentence. In written modes, fragments are usually non-
Standard (though they may appear in certain conventional settings like headings or bullet points) 
and their use tends to reduce the formality of the text’s register. They are much more frequently 
used in spoken modes, and so have less impact on formality (see ellipsis).  
 
E.G.  <Really Great!> 
E.G.  <Going to town?> 
E.G.  <Made it!> 
E.G   <Coffee?> 
E.G.  <quickly, then!> 
 
 
free morpheme:* 
a morpheme that can be used as a word. For example, <tuna>, <Warrnambool>, <drive> and 
<purple> are all free morphemes (see bound morpheme). 
 
 
fricative:* 
a manner of articulation, fricative consonants are produced by constricting, but not preventing, the 
flow of air from the lungs through the vocal organs. There are nine in English (see Appendix 2). 
 
 
front focus: 
See information flow. 
 
 
function1:* 
the immediate reasons that participants have for producing/participating in a text. 9 core terms can 
be used to identify the functions of a majority of texts: ‘to inform about X’; ‘to elicit information 
about X’,  ‘ to instruct how to Y’, to persuade to do Y’, ‘to entertain’, ‘to enter into an agreement to 
do Y’, ‘to commemorate X’, ‘to celebrate N’, ‘to provoke emotion Y’. A function of many texts is to 
build or maintain the rapport between the participants – known as phatic communication. The 
functions of a text in this sense should not be confused with grammatical function, which concerns 
the role played by various elements within a clause or sentence.  
 
 
function2:* 
in syntax, the role that a structure plays within the larger structure in which it is found. Though 
definitions and classes of functions vary, this glossary defines ten. These include those which 
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operate within a clause or sentence: subject, finite, predicator, object, complement, adverbial, 
vocative and co-ordiantor, and those within a phrase: head word and dependent. Syntactic 
analysis identifies which category fulfills each function. 
 
E.G.      In <that dog is a great help> the noun phrase <a great help> functions as the complement of   
             the predicator <is>.          
 
E.G.      In the noun phrase <the disgustingly filthy dog> the adjective phrase <disgustingly filthy>  
             functions as a modifier of the head word, <dog>.  
 
 
function word:* 
a word that carries grammatical meaning only. See pronouns, auxiliary verbs, prepositions and 
conjunctions. 
 
 
future:* 
morphologically, English has no future tense, since there is no inflection to specifically refer to 
future events. Instead, English makes use of modal verbs (<shall> and <will>) or the construction 
<be going> + ‘infinitive with to’ to describe future events. The present tense, in both simple and 
progressive aspect, can also be used with future meaning, particularly regarding plans and 
arrangements. This is usually signaled through the use of an adverbial. 
 
E.G.  <I will see you tomorrow> 
E.G.  <I’m going to get an A in my exam> 
E.G.  <My flight leaves at 3pm tomorrow> 
E.G.  <We are seeing Grandma next week> 
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G 
 
genderlect: 
a variety of a language that is associated with a group of speakers of either masculine or feminine 
gender. 
 
 
general accent: 
the Australian English accent that is the middle of the continuum between the cultivated accent  
and the broad accent. In recent decades it has come to dominate the other two, which are 
increasingly rare.  
 
 
genre: 
see text type. 
 
 
ing-participle clause: 
a non-finite clause in which the verb is the ing-participle. It can be used with a number of functions. 
With the auxiliary <be>, it forms a finite clause in the progressive aspect. As a non-finite clause, it 
can serve all the usual functions of a noun phrase. 
 
E.G. Running away from my parents was the only solution.                         (as subject) 
E.G. He’s considering helping her.                                                                  (as object) 
E.G. It’s a question of identifying all possible errors.                                    (dependent of preposition ‘of’) 
E.G. <Students arriving late will not be admitted>                                           (adjectival of noun ‘students’)  
E.G. <Coming in late, he looked guilty>                                                           (adverbial) 
E.G. <I was waiting for you for hours!>                                                          (forms progressive aspect) 
 
 
ing-participle:* 
a non-finite verb form used to form a ing-participle clause. It is formed by affixing the suffix <ing> 
to the bare infinitive of the verb. It is important to realise that many ing-participles have undergone 
conversion, so that adjectives and nouns also end with the ‘ing’ suffix. Careful attention to the 
syntactic context will indicate when this is so. 
 
E.G.  <A constant banging filled the room>     (<banging> is a noun – modified by adjective <constant>) 
E.G.  <She held a smoking gun!>               (<smoking> is an adjective – modifying the noun <gun>) 
 
 
given: 
information that is already familiar to the audience, either because it has been presented earlier in 
the text, or because it can be easily understood from the context. Though not all clauses contain 
given information, most do. 
 
Information is often marked as given by the use of deictics, definite determiners, pronouns, and 
anaphoric reference. Syntactically, the tendency is for it to appear at the beginning of the clause or 
sentence, though there are exceptions to this (see information flow).  
 
 
E.G. <…the bird flew high amongst some branches, chasing flies> 
E.G. <…amongst these branches a bird flew, chasing flies> 
E.G. <I saw some flies. They were amongst some branches, being chased by a bird>  
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E.G. <Today is a beautiful day!> 
 
 
grammar:* 
a confusing term with a number of senses. It can refer to the general structure of language, but 
also to the structural features of sentences in particular. In this second sense it is mainly 
concerned with syntax and morphology. Prescriptivists also sometimes use the term to describe 
what they perceive to be the ‘correct’ use of language across a range of subsystems. 
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H 
 
head word:* 
the word in a phrase which is its syntatic ‘centre’. A phrase’s category is determined by the word 
class of its head word (see phrase).  
 
 
hedge:* 
a phrase used to reduce the force of an utterance. Hedging expressions are a strategy for 
reducing social distance between the speaker and the audience by lowering the assumption of 
authority. They may be modifiers within a phrase, or discourse particles. 
 
E.G. <She was, you know, a bit tired>      (discourse particle) 
E.G. <I’m sort of unhappy about that>      (fixed expression modifying the adjective) 
E.G. <He’s a bit of an idiot>                      (fixed expression modifying the noun) 
 
 
high-rising terminal (HRT):* 
the use of a high-rising intonation at the end of a statement (especially in Australian and New 
Zealand English). HRT sounds similar to the intonation used in questioning intonation but is 
actually used for a range of other discourse functions such as seeking empathy and regulating 
conversational interaction. 
 
 
high vowel:* 
a vowel produced with the tongue high in the mouth, for example /i/. 
 
 
holding the floor:* 
an aspect of turn taking which describes the way a participant acts to continue speaking and 
prevent another speaker from taking the floor. Ways in which this might be done include discourse 
particles, pause fillers and prosody. 
 
 
holophrastic stage:* 
the second stage in language development, which lasts roughly from 12 months to 24 months. 
Infants in this stage start to produce single word utterances. The words they use are usually 
connected to their immediate environment and needs. Their pronunciation is unpredictable and 
contains many substitutions and elisions. By the end of this stage, children may start to produce 
two word phrases through simple modification.   
 
 
hyperbole: 
a type of stylistic device, also known as over-statement, that involves a form of exaggeration and 
is used to intensify the expression of feelings or impressions.  
 
E.G.   <work my fingers to the bone>  
E.G.   <She got an ATAR of like 1000, or something> 
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hyponymy: 
the sense relation that exists between two lexemes when the meaning of one of them is a sub-
class of the meaning of the other. 
 
E.G.  <apple> is a hyponym of <fruit> 
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I – J – K  
 
idiolect: 
variation within a language that is associated with individual speakers. Also known as personal 
variation. 
 
 
idiom:* 
A lexeme which is composed of more than one word, and whose denotation cannot be readily 
understood from the usual meanings of the component words - it needs to be learnt as a distinct 
semantic unit. Their meaning is often metaphorically related to that of the component words, 
though does not have to be. The use of idioms in a text typically lowers its formality, though some 
idioms are core vocabulary and may be found in even quite formal contexts. See verbal idiom. 
  
E.G. <You must burn your bridges with them>              (to act in a way that makes reversal impossible)  
E.G. <She is going out with a new boy>                         (to be involved in a romantic relationship) 
E.G. <That report was the canary in the coal mine>     (a warning of impending disaster) 
E.G. <You are on the ball this morning!>                         (to be alert and productive) 
 
 
imperative sentence:* 
the sentence type typically used to express a command or request. Imperatives do not contain a 
subject since the agent of the verb (the one/s being spoken to) can readily be understood from the 
context. In imperatives the verb is always in the bare infinitive form. Negative imperatives are 
formed with the addition of the auxiliary verb <do> and the negative adverb <not> (often 
contracted to <don’t>). An imperative may be preceded by a vocative which raises the attention of 
the listener/reader, so may superficially resemble a declarative. The difference is usually marked 
by orthography or intonation.  
 
E.G. <Look at me!> 
E.G. <Danny, don’t go over there!> 
E.G. <Help me!> 
E.G. <Let’s go to the park> 
E.G. <You guys, help me with my bag!> 
 
 
indefinite article:* 
a formal name for the determiner <a> (before vowel sounds, <an>). <A> is used when introducing 
a singular specific noun which is new to the audience. See also definite article. 
 
 
indirect object:* 
a type of object. The indirect object is typically that to which the direct object has been transferred, 
whereas the direct object is the recipient of the verb. In English, the indirect object precedes the 
direct object, unless it is preceded by the preposition <to>, in which case it may follow it.  
 
E.G. <We sent George a letter> 
E.G. <We sent a letter to George> 
 
 
Indo-European Language Family:* 
the family of languages descended from Proto Indo-European (PIE), a language believed by 
researchers to have been spoken around 6000 years ago in western Asia. Currently spoken 
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languages in the family include those of the Romance language family (French, Italian, Spanish 
etc.), the Germanic language family (German, English, Swedish etc.), the Slavic language family 
(Russian, Polish, Czech etc.) as well as Persian, Urdu, and Hindi. 
 
 
inference: 
meaning which is not logically entailed by the language used, but depends on readers making 
additional assumptions based on lexical connotation and structural suggestion. By its nature 
inference is often ambiguous, with an increased possibility of audiences missing or misinterpreting 
the intended meaning. Inference is a persistent feature of most texts, but can often be most easily 
identified in the use of proper nouns, full familiarity with which may reflect the cultural identity of 
the participants.  
 
E.G. <It’s valentine’s day! Everywhere feels like Paris>      (audiences know that Paris is  

    associated with romance, so assume the second clause        
    to be a result of the first)                                                                                  

 
E.G. <Answer my mobile for me. I’m in the shower>            (audiences know that phones get  

damaged in wet, so assume the second sentence to be a 
justification for the first) 

 
E.G. <take the hand brake off and press the accelerator>    (audiences know that that imperatives                                                            

     connected by ‘and’ are typically carried out in the order    
     they are given, so assume that this order is necessary.) 

 
 
infinitive-with-to: 
a non-finite verb form in which the bare infinitive is preceded by the particle <to> (N.B. this is not 
the same lexeme as the preposition <to>). It is used to form an infinitive clause. 
 
 
 
infinitive clause: 
a non-finite clause in which the verb is in the infinitive-with-to form. Infinitive clauses have a 
number of uses. 
 
E.G. <I like to eat chips>                                        (as the object of some verbs <want>, <need>) 
E.G. <The secret is to salt the cabbage first>      (as a complement, especially of the verbs <be>, <go> and <have>) 
E.G. <He went to the shops to get a puppy>         (as an adverbial of reason) 
E.G. <He is the player to watch>                            (modifier in a noun phrase) 
E.G. <She is happy to help>                                   (modifier in an adjective phrase) 
       
 
infix:* 
a morpheme that is placed within the root to which it is attached. Infixes are only found in English 
in informal constructions, usually intended to intensify, or ironically reverse, the meaning of the 
root. 
 
E.G. <fanbloodytastic>  
 
 
inflection:* 
a morphological transformation whereby a word is given additional grammatical meaning through 
the addition of an affix. In English, this is done through suffixation. In contrast to derivation, 
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inflection is not considered to form a new lexeme; rather, it creates another form of the same 
lexeme. There are seven common inflections in English.  
 
E.G. <she gives>               (verb inflected to mark present tense third person singular) 
E.G. <he played>               (verb inflected to mark past tense) 
E.G. <they are playing>     (verb inflected to form ‘ing’ form of verb) 
E.G. <the mouse’s tail>      (noun inflected for possessive) 
E.G. <the 5 horses>           (noun inflected for plural) 
E.G. <the faster route>       (adjective inflected for comparative) 
E.G. <the fastest route>     (adjective inflected for superlative) 
 
 
information flow: 
the presentation of information to a listener or reader as either given (what the audience are 
already aware of, either from what has been said previously, or from the context) or focussed 
(what is new, or is in contrast to what might be expected). When information flow is managed well, 
texts are more coherent and may be more stylistically enagaging, which in turn helps to achieve 
their various purposes. Speakers and writers can call on three mutually-supporting strategies to 
manage information flow: prosodic/graphic stress, function words, and syntactic order.  
 
In the spoken mode, prosodic stress plays a crucial role in marking the focus of a clause, and in 
the written mode graphic effects can be used with similar effect.  
 
Function words also help to mark information as either given or focussed. Determiners with 
definite meaning (this, that, the) and pronouns (this, that, he, she, it, they) indicate that a noun is 
given because it has been mentioned previously, or is readly understandable from the context. 
Indefinite determiners (a, an, some, a few, several) are used to introduce nouns which are focused 
because they are new to the text.  
 
Syntactically, English clauses and sentences generally have end focus, meaning given information 
is presented first, and focused information is towards the end. Sometimes, syntax is adjusted from 
the ‘usual’ pattern to make this happen.  
 
In some situations, focussed information is also introduced towards the beginning, adding front 
focus. Some clauses and sentences have front focus because they introduce a new topic, so all 
the information is inevitably new. Others do so for stylistic effect, drawing special attention to the 
item which receives front focus through the surprising and marked presentation.  

 
End-focus 
E.G.  <there was an old woman who lived in a shoe>          (Existential ‘there’ ensures end focused on noun phrase) 
E.G.  <The police stopped a man. He was arrested>            (Passive voice ensures end focus on process since the  
                                                                                                  recipient is given) 
 
Added Front focus 
E.G.   <Never speak to me like that again\>                             (Prosodic stress)  
E.G.   <A Geelong man is being questioned by Police>     (Passive voice with new subject)  
E.G.   <A train derailed last night on the Frankstone line>     (Active voice with new subject) 
E.G.   <In a great wide glen, the beasts gathered>                (Fronting – new information in adverbial) 
E.G.   <Then attacked the Romans>                                      (Inversion – front focus added on verb) 
E.G   <it was the school that rang earlier, not Dad>                 (Clefting - end-focus in the main clause creates   
                                                                                                  front focus in the complex sentence) 
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Innatism:* 
 a theory of first language acquisition which emphasizes the importance of in-built or ‘hard wired’ 
human capacities in explaining how a child learns its first language. Innatism does not assert that 
all aspects of language knowledge are innate, since this would imply that a French baby adopted 
by English speakers would grow up speaking French, which is obviously not the case. Instead, 
Innatists focus on the grammatical complexity which distinguishes human communication from 
that of other animals. The influential Innatist Noam Chomsky contends that the complexities of 
grammar mean that language learning would be impossible unless a child was born already 
equipped to understand fundamental grammatical structures.  
 
 
Interactionism:* 
a theory of first language acquisition which emphasizes the role of caregivers in creating the right 
conditions for language learning to take place. Interactionism incorporates ideas from both 
Innatism and Behaviourism, but adds to them by placing importance on the way that, for example, 
caregivers speak differently to language learners (sometimes called ‘caregiverese’) as well as the 
way in which the development of the child’s other cognitive capacities – their social intelligence, for 
example – are essential for the process of language learning.    
 
 
 
 
initialism: 
a word formed from the initial letters of a series of words. Unlike an acronym, an initialism is 
pronounced as a string of letters, rather than a word in itself. Initialisms and acronyms are 
sometimes together referred to as abbreviations, though this less precise term should be avoided 
in English Language.  
 
E.G. <VCE> (Victorian Certificate of Education)  
E.G. < ABC> (Australia Broadcasting Corporation)  
 
 
insertion: 
a feature of connected speech, insertion occurs when additional sounds – chiefly consonants – 
are inserted into or between words in order to aid the flow of speech. 
 
E.G.  In the expression <poor me a drink> no /r/ is pronounced at the end of <poor> but  
         when this word is followed by a vowel, as in <poor Anne a drink>,  an /r/ is inserted. 
 
 
interjection:* 
a word class used to express emotions, attitudes, or as a discourse particle. An interjection is not 
connected syntactically to any other word, but stands alone structurally. Many words used as 
interjections are also used in another word class. Interjections are rarely used in more formal 
registers. 
 
E.G.  <ouch, that really hurt!> 
E.G.  <yuck, I’m never eating that again> 
E.G.  <yes, she is being annoying> 
E.G. <shit, I have no money left!>                                                    (<shit> can also be a noun or a verb)    
E.G. <there, there, it will be alright>                                                 (<there> can also be an adverb) 
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E.G. <Rats! I forgot the passports>                                                  (<rats> can also be a noun or verb) 
E.G. <You must be so pleased! Congratulations!>                         (<congratulations> can also be a noun) 
E.G. <well, isn’t it time we left?>                                                       (<well> can also be an adverb) 
E.G. <Ok, start again from the beginning, and take your time!>        (<OK> can also be as noun, verb, adjective or    
                                                                                                             adverb) 
 
 
interrogative sentence:* 
the sentence type typically used to ask questions. In most English interrogatives, the subject 
occurs after the finite. The only exception is questions which seek to identify the subject itself, 
which begin with a question pronoun. In the spoken mode, declarative sentences can be given a 
question function through intonation. (see open interrogatives and closed interrogatives). 
 
E.G. <Do you like fish?> 
E.G. <Have you visited Madrid?> 
E.G. <What caused the explosion?> 
E.G. <When is your dog happy?> 
E.G. <Why was John at the party?> 
 
 
interrogative tag:* 
a syntactic structure which is attached to a declarative to make it more like an interrogative. 
Interrogative tags are sometimes used to express genuine questions, but also serve to express 
doubt, build rapport, or to hedge. In spoken texts, intonation expresses the degree of genuine 
doubt the speaker has about the statement. Non-standard interrogative tags are a feature of some 
varieties of English.  
 
E.G. <It sure is bright, isn’t it\>           (downward intontion – serves social purposes of inclusion and rapport building) 
E.G. <You like Kylie Minogue, innit?>  (questioning intonation – poses a genuine question and anticipates response) 
 
 
intonation:* 
a feature of phonology, intonation is the way in which pitch varies over a string of words in the 
spoken mode. Intonation can be used as a discourse feature, by assisting in turn-taking and topic 
management, or by marking content as new information. It may also assist in realizing the 
functions of the text, by clarifying syntactic structure, expressing feelings or attitudes, or 
entertaining or engaging listeners. Less commonly, it may also have a social purpose of 
expressing an identity. 
 
 
intonation unit:* 
a passage of speech with a particular intonation. Intonation units are represented in a transcript by 
line breaks. 
 
 
IPA:* 
an abbreviation of International Phonetic Alphabet. The internationally recognised system of 
symbols used to describe the phonetic qualities of all languages. 
 
 
intransitive:* 
a verb that does not take an object. Many verbs may be used as transitive and intransitive (see 
transitive). 
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E.G.  <I sneezed> 
E.G.  <She was screaming> 
E.G.  <She was screaming my name>   (a transitive use of <scream>. <my name> is the object) 
 
 
irregular verb:* 
a verb whose past tense and/or past participle is formed in ways other than affixation of the 
regular suffix <ed>. This may involve irregular affixation, more complex alteration of the word 
using vowel changes, or the complete absence of change (see verb form). Irregular verbs are Old 
English in origin, and the basis of most verbal idioms. 
 
E.G. <I have taken the money>      (from <took>) 
E.G. <I got married>                       (from <get>) 
E.G. <Yesterday, I hit my dog>       (from <hit>)  
 
 
irony: 
a type of figurative language in which the real meaning of the message is different – usually 
opposite - from the literal meaning of the words used (see sarcasm). 
 
 
jargon: 
technical lexemes whose meanings are elements of an occupational or leisure activity, and which 
are only understood by those familiar with that activity. While jargon may have a functional 
motivation – to clarify complex topics or to make fine discriminations – it can also be used to 
obscure meaning and exclude non-users. Jargon in itself has no impact on formality, but many 
professional jargons draw on Latin and Greek roots, and so do tend to increase formality. Most 
jargon is Standard English (ie used in the active vocabulary of at least some SE speakers), and so 
therefore not slang . 
 
E.G: <clavicle, hypodermic, hyperglycemic,>   (items of medical jargon) 
E.G. <aerofoil, flap, undercarriage>                  (items of flying jargon) 
E.G. <endslate, collab, custom thumbnail>       (items of jargon relating to social media videoing) 
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L 
 
language change:* 
change within a language over time. The change may occur in any subsystem of the language 
system. 
 
 
language maintenance:* 
the process of supporting minority languages which are relatively strong, or which have stabilised 
from being close to language death. Most commonly, language maintenance involves offering 
language and culture classes to members of the community. Language classes may also be 
offered to non-Indigenous people who have an interest in learning it for work or personal reasons. 
Language maintenance is intended to raise the status of the language, broaden public awareness 
of it, and give speakers an opportunity to use their heritage language in educational settings (see 
language reclamation).  
 
 
language shift:* 
the replacement of one language by another as the primary means of communication and 
socialization within a community. For example, significant language shift away from indigenous 
languages and towards English occurred in many indigenous communities in Australia over the 
course of colonisation. This process is continuing in many parts of the world, as dominant 
languages such as English, Spanish, Portuguese, Hindi, Russian and Chinese replace many less 
widely spoken minority languages. 
 
 
language reclamation:* 
the process whereby dead or dying languages are intentionally revived. The most successful 
recent example of this is the reclamation of Hebrew as a spoken language since the nineteenth 
century. 
 
 
lateral:* 
a manner of articulation in which sound is permitted to pass either side of the tongue. There is only 
one lateral consonant in English (see appendix 2). 
 
 
Latinate affix: 
an affix deriving from Latin, either directly from Latin itself, or via French. Frequent use of words 
containing these affixes generally increases a register’s formality. See table for most common 
examples. 
 
 
Suffixes -ion -ence/-

ance 
-ment -ise -ate      

Prefixes pro- co-/con-
/com- 

re- in/im- ex- pre- dis- de- sub- ad- 
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laughter:* 
a vocal effect, laughter can have a range of roles in a spoken discourse: to build rapport, to meet 
the positive face needs of participants, or to express a range of emotions such as happiness, 
nervousness or contempt.  
 
 
lexical ambiguity: 
when a lexical item can be interpreted with more than one meaning. While similar to pun, lexical 
ambiguity refers to uses intended to convey complexity or even mystery, rather than with comic 
intent. 
 
 
lexical choice:* 
the lexical items that are selected to be used in the expression of a particular message. 
 
 
lexeme:* 
the basic unit of meaning in a language. While a lexeme is usually associated with a single word, 
the concepts are importantly distinct. A single lexeme may take the form of a range of words, so 
that, <walk>, <walks>, <walking> and <walked> are all different words but the same lexeme. 
Conversely, a single word may be used to convey more than one lexemes, as, for example, 
<bark>, which can mean both a dog’s sound and the outer layer of a tree. An idiom is a single 
lexeme which is expressed through mutiple words, as in <go out with> or  <see eye to eye>.  
  
 
lexical density 
a measure of the syntactic sophistication of a text, lexical density refers to how much content an 
audience is required to process per clause. It may be formally measured by calculating the ratio of 
content words, or open class words, per finite clause. Speech and less formal texts often use 
multi-clause sentences, but still have lower lexical density, with relatively few content words in 
each clause. More formal texts and writing tend to have more and denser structures within each 
clause, compressing many content words into each one. 
 
E.G.  <she came late but they left so we waited there for a bit>  
 
(3 clauses, 6 open class words: density of 2) 
 
 
E.G. <the confirmation of the hearing surprised all the waiting journalists, although many of the politicians were 
secretly expecting this astonishing result> 
 
(2 clauses, 10 open class words, density of 5) 
 
 
lexical patterning: 
the choice of lexemes across a text for stylistic effect. 
 
 
lexicology:* 
the study of the lexicon of a language. 
 
 
lexicon:* 
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the entire vocabulary of a language. 
 
lingua franca:* 
a language used for communication by speakers with no common first language. English is a 
lingua franca in international business communication, and Tok Pisin is a lingua franca in Papua 
New Guinea, as is Swahili in much of East Africa. 
 
 
linguistic relativism:* 
the theory that language helps to shape our perception of reality, so that two people speaking 
different languages will actually experience the world in subtly – or not so subtly - different ways. 
For example, a speaker of a language with a formal and informal version of the second person 
pronoun ( as in French - <vous> and <tu>) may potentially see other people as fundamentally 
categorized into ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ in a way which a speaker of English would not (see 
linguistic determinism). 
 
 
linguistic determinism:* 
a strong version of linguistic relativism. Linguistic determinism asserts that language is powerfully 
limiting on our ability to perceive the world, so that speakers of different languages could have 
radically different world-views and would find it impossible to overcome this gap in understanding.  
 
 
listing: 
a type of syntactic patterning that involves the repetition of syntactic structures as a list. Listing is 
an extended form of parallelism. Thorough analysis identifies the function and category being 
listed. 
 
E.G.      <He was grossly rich, obscenely beautiful and totally unobtainable.>  
                                                      (listing of adjective phrases, complements of the verb ‘be’) 
 
E.G.      <I gave her all my money, all my love and all my fears.>  
                                                      (listing of noun phrases, direct objects of verb ‘gave’) 
 
E.G.      <Go into the room, open the cupboard, open the drawer, and remove the necklace>  
                                                       (listing of imperative clauses) 
 
E.G.      <Drunkenly, obscenely, and cruelly, she kicked the animal.>  
                                                        (listing of adverb phrases, adverbials.) 
  
 

logical ordering: 

a factor in a text’s coherence. Logical ordering refers to the way in which the ideas and themes of 
a text are ordered in such a way that it is readily understandable given the context. A story, for 
example, might be told chronologically. A legal contract may begin with formal definitions of the 
parties to the contract and then proceed to describing the obligations placed on each of those 
parties. An explanation of this should clealry identify therelevant parts of the text and then explain 
how their order would meet reader’s expectations of what is logical.  
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M 
 
 
main clause:* 
an independent clause. While simple sentences contain only one main clause, compound 
sentences contain more than one. Complex sentences have at least one main clause, but they 
also feature one or more dependent clauses. 
 
E.G.  <I went to the beach on Friday>                                      (1 main clause) 
E.G.  <I went to the beach on Friday; it was wet>                    (2 main clauses – compound sentence)            
E.G.  <I went to the beach on Friday to collect shells>             (1 main clause and 1 dependent –  
                                                                                                    complex sentence) 

 
 
manner of articulation* 
the way in which sound is manipulated by the vocal organs to produce different consonants. The 
24 consonants of Australian English are produced in one of six manners of articulation (see 
appendix 2 and place of articulation). 
 
 
mass noun: 
see non-count noun 
 
 
meaning-sign relation:* 
the relation between meaning and sign is purely conventional, which is to say that there is nothing 
essential to any symbol which determines what meaning is assigned to it. It is quite possible, 
therefore, that in English the letter combination <cats> could refer to dogs.  
 
 
metalanguage:* 
the terminology used to describe, analyse and discuss language. This glossary documents the 
metalanguage used to discuss the English language. 
 
 
metaphor:* 
a type of figurative language in which a term or phrase is applied to something to which it is not 
literally applicable, in order to suggest a resemblance. 
 
E.G.  <that’s a whale of a problem.> 
 
 
Middle English:* 
The stage in English’s development which lasted roughly from 1150 to 1500.  For the first half of 
this period, Middle English (ME) was not a prestige language, as the language of the royal court 
was French and the language of education and the Church was Latin. Consequently there are 
relatively few written texts in Middle English, although Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales 
(written in the 1380s and 90s) is a key work of English Literature, and by Chaucer’s time English 
was once again being used as an official language. During the ME period, English continued the 
process of morphologically simplification, ultimately losing most of the inflections that 
characterized the earliest form of Old English. It also continued to adopt many loan words from 
French and Latin.  
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minimal response:* 
in spoken texts, a short response, often an interjection such as <hmm>, <yeah>, <ooh>, <right>. 
Minimal responses are used in a spoken interaction to indicate that the participant is listening to 
the main speaker. They thus help to build rapport and meet the positive face needs of the speaker 
(also known as a backchannelling). 
 
 
modal verb:* 
a word-class which always serves as finite, and which expresses an idea of possibility or necessity 
concerning the lexical verb which follows it. Unlike other verbs, modal verbs do not undergo 
inflection for person or tense. They are always followed by the base infinitive verb form.  
The nine English modal verbs are: <can>, <may>, <might>, <would>, <could>, <should>, <will>, 
<shall>, and <must>.  
 
E.G. <I can laugh louder than you.> 
E.G.  <You shall go to the ball!> 
 
 
mode:* 
a key feature of context, and so also register. Mode is the physical method by which language is 
expressed. A text’s mode is either spoken or written, is of a certain degree of spontaneity, and is 
of a particular text-type and setting. A spontaneous, spoken telephone conversation is thus a 
distinct mode from a prepared, handed-written letter, with a range of implications for the 
organsiation of the two texts.  
 
 
Modern English:*  
The stage in English’s development lasting roughly from 1700 to the present day. Modern English 
is characterized by a high degree of codification, initiated by the publication of influential 
dictionaries and grammar guides in the 1700s, particularly the dictionary of Samuel Johnson in 
1755. It is also distinguished by English’s increasingly global role, which led to a range of loan 
words from world languages, as well as the development of many varieties based outside the 
British Isles. 
 
 
modifier:* 
a type of dependent which gives additional information about the phrase’s head word. A pre-
modifier comes before the head word; a post-modifier comes after it. A single phrase may contain 
more than one modifier. 
 
E.G.  <I saw the {(dead) horse}>                          (head word ‘horse’ pre-modified by                
                                                                                 an adjective) 
 
E.G.  <The situation was {rich with possibility}>   (head word ‘rich’ post-modified by a prepositional  
                                                                                 phrase) 
 
E.G.  <He is {the man (to beat)}>                         (head word ‘man’  
                                                                                  post-modified by an infinitive clause) 
  
 
morpheme:* 
the smallest meaningful unit in a language. While not all morphemes may stand alone as words, 
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they all have a distinct meaning (or range of meanings) which is clear when in combination with 
others. A lexeme consists of one or more morphemes.  
 
E.G. In the lexeme <mournful>, <mourn> and <ful> are morphemes but <mour> is not.  
 
 
morphology:* 
the study of the internal structure of words. See also morpheme. 
 
 
morphological over-generalisation:* 
the phenomenon whereby language learners mistakenly apply a general  
morphological rule to a situation where the relevant form is actually irregular.      
 
E.G.  <My bear has two foots> 
E.G.  <I bringed my bottle with me> 
E.G.  <Thomas is the goodest train!> 
     
 
morphological patterning: 
the use in a text of the morphological properties of words for stylistic effect.  
 
 
morphological transformation:* 
the process whereby a root morpheme is altered. There are two principle types of morphological 
transformation.  
 

1. Inflection adds additional grammatical meaning to a lexeme but does not create a new 
lexeme.  

2. Derivation creates a new lexeme with either a different meaning or different word class. 
 
A related process is conversion, in which the a new lexeme with a different word class is produced 
but without morphological change. See separate entries for examples and details.  
 

multilingualism:* 
native level knowledge of more than two languages. 
 
 
multi-word stage:* 
the final stage in language development, from roughly 3 years onwards. Children acquire the 
ability to produce standard grammatical structures and by about 4 or 5 years most are able to 
produce all of the phones characteristic of their caregivers’ speech. 
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N 
 
narrative text: 
a text type, with a broadly chronological logical order, in which a series of connected events are 
described as unfolding story. These events may be true or fictional. 
 
 
narrowing:* 
the process in language change whereby a word’s denotation comes to be narrower than at a 
previous point in its history. For example, the noun <liquor> once referred to all liquids, its 
meaning has now narrowed to specify strong alcoholic drinks (see broadening). 

 
nasal:* 
a manner of articulation, a nasal consonant is produced by stopping sound from flowing through 
the mouth and allowing it to come through the nose. There are three nasal consonants in English 
(see appendix 2). 
 
 
negative face needs: 
social needs to be independent, free and autonomous. We can ‘meet’ other people’s negative face 
needs by speaking/writing in a way intended to make them feel this way (see positive face needs).  
  
E.G.  A police officer may use the term of address <sir> when speaking to a member of the public  
 
E.G.  A request may be prefaced with a hedging expression designed to soften the imposition on the other person, <I 
was wondering if you could…>.     
 
 
neologism: 
a lexeme which is recently formed. Some neologisms are invented as the text is produced, or so 
recently as to be barely known, and so are non-Standard. Other neologisms may be Standard 
English, having already entered the lexicon of prestige speakers, but being only recently ‘coined’ 
they can still convey a sense of ‘newness’. 
 
 
new Englishes: 
varieties of English that are currently emerging in places in which English is widely used as a 
second language. Over time, characteristics of local languages are incorporated into the English of 
the area. Singaporean English is one example. 
 
 
new information: 
information presented in a text that is not familiar to the audience until the point of its introduction. 
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non-Standard: 
a usage or dialect that departs from the norms of Standard English (SE). The majority of 
Australians are native speakers of a non-Standard dialect of English (usually for morphological 
and syntactic reasons), but their dialect is usually close to SE, and many are capable of code-
switching to SE in response to context. Slang and dialect lexemes which are not in the active 
vocabulary of Standard English speakers are non-Standard lexis (colloquial lexemes and 
expletives, being used by SE speakers, are not). 
 
E.G.  <I haven’t done nothing wrong!>     (non-standard syntax: double negative) 
E.G.  <Give me them tools>                      (non-standard syntax: SE pronoun used as determiner) 
E.G.  <They’ve took all my money>          (non-standard morphology: verb form of ‘took’) 
E.G.  <I’ve lost me horse>                         (non-standard syntax: SE pronoun used as determiner) 
E.G.  <what do youse think?>                   (non-standard syntax and lexis: second person plural pronoun) 
E.G.  <we was at school that day>            (non-standard morphology: verb form of ‘be’) 
E.G.  <They done that already>                (non-standard morphology: verb form of ‘do’) 
E.G.  <They did really good yesterday>    (non-standard syntax: adjective used as adverb) 
E.G.  <That new TV show deadly!>           (non-standard syntax and lexis: omission of copula verb, use of Aboriginal  
                                                                     Australian lexeme ‘deadly’.) 
E.G.  <Skool’s out for summer!>                (non-standard orthography) 
E.G.  <balanda>                                         (non-standard lexis, meaning ‘white person’ in some  
                                                                   Aboriginal English dialects) 
 
 
nominalisation: 
the process of forming a noun phrase, or a noun-clause, from some other part of speech or 
clause. 
 
E.G. <creation> (from the verb <create>)  
E.G. <the students’ production of Macbeth> (from <the students produced Macbeth>) 
E.G. <what she made> (noun clause, from <she made>) 
 
 
non-count noun:* 
a noun used to refer to objects which in standard English syntax are not countable – that is, they 
cannot be plural. The determiner <much> is used to refer to the quantity of such nouns, rather 
than <many>. They are also known as mass nouns (see count noun).  
 
E.G.  <rain> 
E.G.  <pain> 
E.g.   <money> 
 
 
non-finite verb: 
a verb form which has no defined tense and which is used to form a non-finite clause.  
 
 
non-finite clause: 
a dependent clause in which the verb is non-finite. In English there are four types; bare infinitive 
clause, infinitive clause, ing-participle clause and past participle clause. Each type can serve a 
range of functions. 
 
E.G.  <Looking tired, he came into the room>                      (ing-participle clause – adjectival) 
E.G.  <He gave her the cake made by his friend>                (past participle clause - adjectival) 
E.G.  <He went to the shop to buy a cake>                           (infinitive clause - adverbial) 
E.G.  <I must help her>                                                          (bare infinitive clause – complement of modal verb)    
E.G.  <I love swimming with you>                                        (ing-particple clause - object) 
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non-fluency feature:* 
a feature of spoken texts which indicates a failure of participants to speak as fluidly and accurately 
as they would wish. Non-fluency features can appear in all kinds of texts, though are more likely to 
occur in informal registers and spontaneous contexts. See pauses, filled pauses/voiced 
hesitations, false starts, repetition and repairs. 
 
 
non-rhotic:* 
an accent having the characteristic that /r/ is not pronounced after vowels. The accents of 
Australian English are examples of non-rhotic accents of English. Most North American accents 
and some regional British accents are rhotic. 
 
 
noun:* 
a word class which refers to objects (see noun categorization). 
 
 
noun categorization:* 
a noun can be categorized in a number of ways which overlap with one another. It may be 
concrete or abstract, proper or common, and count or non-count. See separate entries for details. 
 
 
noun phrase:* 
a phrase whose head word is a  noun or pronoun. It may be post-modified or pre-modified. 
 
E.G. <the Port Philip bowling team>                        (head word – team) 
E.G.  <the grey horse imported from France>         (head word – horse) 
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O 
 
object:* 
a functional structure which typically denotes the recipient of the verb in an active sentence. Not all 
verbs are followed by an object – those that do are called transitive. A noun phrase or a 
dependent clause may serve as an object.  
 
E.G. <The cat loves the dog>              (noun phrase) 
E.G. <I know that you love me>          (dependent clause) 
 
 
Old English:* 
the earliest stage in the development of English, lasting from the Anglo-Saxon settlement of the 
British Isles in the fifth century CE to around 1150. Old English (‘OE’) developed from Anglo-
Saxon dialects originally spoken in parts of what are now Germany and the Netherlands. It was 
dramatically different from Modern English, so that is not possible for a modern speaker to read it 
without considerable study. It possessed many additional grammatical inflections, though the 
process of their loss began towards the end of the OE period, as speakers came into contact with 
Old Norse-speaking Vikings. While the lexicon of OE was also very different, Modern English 
possesses many borrowings which occurred as a result of key historical developments of the time. 
These include the Anglo-Saxon conversion to Christianity in the 7th Century (borrowings from Latin 
such as <altar>, <monk>, <candle>, <school>) the Viking invasions starting in the late 8th Century 
(borrowings from Old Norse such as <sky>, <skin>, <knife>) and the Norman conquest of 1066 
(borrowings from Old French such as <government>, <soldier> and <justice>). Orthographically, 
the oldest Old English inscriptions were written using a runic system, but from about the 9th 
century this was replaced by a version of the Latin alphabet roughly the same as that used today. 
 
 
onomatopoeia: 
a phonological patterning that occurs when a word’s phonological properties imitate or evoke the 
sound which it denotes.  
 
E.G. < woof> 
E.G. <crash> 
E.G. <bang> 
 
 
opening:* 
a formulaic phrase which begins a particular type of discourse and signals to the audience 
something of the nature of the text to follow. 
 
E.G.  <We are gathered here today…> 
E.G.  <How you going?...> 
E.G.  <Ladies and Gentlemen…> 
 
 
open interrogative:* 
an interrogative sentence whose answer is a full piece of information, rather than yes or no. Open 
interrogatives are formed using question words: determiners, pronouns and adverbs which signal 
that information is required (see yes-no interrogatives). 
 
E.G. <How much do you like me?>           (question adverb <how>) 
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E.G. <Which bus did you get?>                 (question determiner <which>) 
E.G. <Who broke the vase?>                    (question pronoun <who>) 
 
 
orthography:* 
the spelling conventions of a written language. English has an alphabetic orthography, meaning 
that at a fundamental level spelling is based on the phonemes of the language. However, other 
factors, such as morphology, etymology, and historical change and accident, mean that the 
orthography of Standard English is ‘deep’, meaning that many spellings are not straight forward 
one-to-one representations of the spoken word’s phonemes.  
 
 
overlapping speech* 
a feature of spoken texts when more than one person speaks at the same time, conventionally 
illustrated in transcripts with the use of square brackets. 
 
E.G.  <   B.  How [are you]? 
              A.          [fine thanks]    > 
 
 
overstatement:* 
see hyperbole. 
 
 
overt norms: 
the rules and expectations about language use which carry prestige status, and are generally 
publically accessible. Standard English is defined by overt norms (see covert norms).  
 
 
oxymoron: 
the expression of a paradox, or seeming contradiction, through the use of antonyms or near 
opposites. It is an example of figurative language intended to provoke thought and/or humour. 
 
 E.G. <she made haste slowly>. 
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P 
 
 
paradox: 
a type of figurative language that involves the statement of two seemingly contradictory facts or 
qualities which are both true at the same time. The effect is frequently humourous, or draws 
attention to the complexity of the subject matter. 
 
 
paralinguistic feature:* 
a non linguistic action which contributes to the communicative function. Examples in spoken texts 
are vocal effect, facial expressions, body language and eye gaze.  
 
 
parallelism: 
a type of syntactic patterning that involves a series of similar syntactic structures. Parallelism is a 
stylistic choice which is usually intended to contribute to the text’s function and/or social purposes.  
 
E.G.  <You’re the tops! You’re the Louvre Museum! You’re the tops! You’re the Coliseum!> 
 
 
part of speech:* 
the same as word class 
 
 
participants:* 
a key factor of context, the text’s participants are all the various people and groups of people who 
have some involvement in the text – typically they are the speakers/writers and, in some texts, 
audience/s. The particular roles of participants in the text are an element of its mode, and have an 
important impact on the way it’s organized into a coherent whole. The tenor between the 
participants determines its formality. The cultural context is the values and core beliefs which the 
participants hold, or which are held by the community they belong to.  
 
 
passing the floor:* 
an aspect of turn taking, passing the floor describes the moment a participant invites another to 
speak. Prosodic features, discourse particles or sentence type may play a role in achieving this. 
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passive voice:* 
a grammatical construction in which a noun or clause – generally the subject of a clause – is 
described as undergoing an action or sensation, rather than being the agent of one these 
processes. In English, the basic passive is formed with the auxiliary verb <be> and the past 
participle. More complex passive constructions may involve additional auxiliary verbs and/or modal 
verbs. If the agent of the verb is given, it is introduced with the preposition <by> (see also active 
voice).  
 
Formal and technical texts are often concerned with giving information about how various 
processes happen to the objects or people that are their main concern. For this reason, passive 
constructions, in which these items are taken as given, and focus falls on the process which has 
happened to them, occur more frequently in some formal registers. They are often present in 
informal texts, though, and the informal passive with the verb ‘get’ instead of ‘be’ is a marked 
informal feature.  
 
 
E.G. <The funding will be allocated on a needs-basis> 
E.G. <Students are being advised to arrive early> 
E.G. <The suspect was apprehended making his way south-bound on the Stone Highway>  
E.G <The animal has been sighted by numerous members of the public> 
E.G. <he got beat up last night> 
 
 
past participle:* 
a non-finite verb form used to create a past participle clause. The past participle of regular verbs is 
formed by adding the suffix <ed> to the root form of the verb. A group of irregular past participles 
are formed by adding the suffix <en>. Others involve more significant changes, such as a change 
in the vowel sound.  
 
 
past participle clause: 
a non-finite clause  in which the verb is a past participle. They can be used to serve three distinct 
functions. As a complement of the auxiliary <have> to form the perfect aspect, as a complement of 
the auxiliary <be> to form the passive voice, and to modify noun phrases contained in another 
clause. 
  
E.G.  <He has already shorn his sheep>                                                               (forms perfect aspect) 
E.G.  <That sheep was shorn yesterday>                                                              (forms passive voice 
E.G.  <Shorn of his locks, Samson lost all of his strength>                                   (modifier of noun - ‘Samson’) 
 
 
past tense:* 
one of the two verb tenses in English. In the simple aspect, the past tense of regular verbs is 
formed by inflection of the bare infinitive with the suffix <ed>. Negative and interrogative structures 
are formed with the auxiliary <did> and the bare infinitive. In the simple aspect, the past tense is 
used to describe a completed past event which is seen as having happened in a finished 
timeframe. It may also be combined with the perfect aspect and/or the progressive aspect.  
 
 
pause:* 
a break in a spoken texts which may occur within a turn when a speaker breathes or takes time to 
think. In this latter case, the speaker may use a pause filler to indicate they wish to continue 
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speaking. Pauses may also be used to organise spoken texts, enhancing their coherence, or as 
stylistic devices. 
 
pause filler:* 
lexemes and utterances such as <so> and <err> that are used by a speaker to indicate they are 
still taking a turn at talking. They allow the speaker thinking time in order to plan what they will say 
next. 
 
 
perfect aspect:* 
a tense aspect which is used to emphasise that the action or state described by the verb takes 
place before, or up to, some other defined point in time. In the present tense, the perfect aspect is 
used to describe an action before the present. In the past tense, the perfect aspect describes an 
action completed before some other past event. It is formed using the auxiliary verb <have> and 
the past participle of the lexical verb. It may be combined with the progressive aspect. 
 
E.G. <I have seen her somewhere today>                                      (present perfect) 
E.G. <I had completed the test before the teacher arrived>            (past perfect) 
E.G  <She has been living in Brisbane for four years now>            (present perfect progressive) 
 
 
person:* 
a grammatical category which identifies people and items in terms of their relationship to the 
participants of the text. First person identifies the speaker/writer/signer themselves. Second 
person identifies the audience. Third person identifies person(s) and/or items (s) spoken about. 
Person may be singular or plural. In English, person is mostly conveyed through the use of 
personal pronouns and determiners. 
 
 
personal pronouns and determiners:* 
function words whose reference is fixed by mentions of persons and items elsewhere in the text, 
or which is apparent from the context. The term ‘personal’ is deceptive: ‘it’, ‘they’ and ‘their’ are 
mostly used to refer to things, not people (as even in some cases may ‘I’, ‘you’ or ‘she’). Personal 
pronouns and determiners function as cohesive ties. See also person. 
 
 

                                                   
         1st Person 

 
2nd Person 3rd Person 

 Singular 
Plural 

 
Singular Plural Singular Plural 

Subject 
pronoun 

 
I 
 

We You You She/He/It They 

Object  
pronoun 

 
     Me Us You You Her/Him/It Them 

Possessive 
pronoun 

 
Mine Ours Yours Yours 

Hers/His/ 
Its 

Thiers 

Possessive 
determiner 

 
My Our Your Your 

Her/His/ 
Its 

Their 
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personification: 
a type of metaphor that involves the transfer of human qualities to things, concepts, animals and 
natural phenomena. 
 
 
persuasive text:* 
a text type whose function is to persuade the audience to change their opinions, attitudes or 
behaviour. 
 
 
phone  
A sound produced by the vocal tract in speech. 
 
 
phoneme 
A class of phones which are treated by the speakers of a particular language as effectively the 
same for the purposes of meaning. Thus, while the exact vowel produced in the English word 
<last> varies from speaker to speaker, the various sounds produced are all the same phoneme so 
long as the same meaning is conveyed. When variation alters the perceived meaning – as in 
<lust> - the phone produced is considered to be a distinct phoneme. 
 
  
phonetics:* 
the study of phones, their physical production, transmission and reception. In phonetics, phones 
are studied independently from the role they may have in meaning in any particular language. See 
phonology.  
 
 
phonological patterning: 
a feature of written and spoken texts whereby users purposely make use of the phonological 
properties of words for stylistic effect (see alliteration, assonance, consonance, onomatopoeia, 
rhythm and rhyme). 
 
 
phonology:* 
the study of the way phones are organised within a particular language into phonemes to convery 
meaning. This contrasts with phonetics, which considers the way phones are produced by the 
vocal tract independently of any given language. 
 
 
phrase:* 
in syntax, a  group of words in which one member – the phrase’s head word – defines the phrase, 
and so determines the kind of functions it can serve. The rest of the words in a phrase are 
dependents of the head word. Some phrases only contain a head word, and some act as 
dependents within larger ones. 
There are 5 types of phrase – noun phrase, verb phrase, adjective phrase, adverb phrase and 
prepositional phrase (see category). 
 
E.G. <the red cup>                                (noun phrase – head word: <cup>) 
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E.G. <have been helped by them          (verb phrase – head word: <have>) 
E.G. <extraordinarily expensive>          (adjective phrase – head word: <expensive>) 
E.G  <with the money>                          (prepositional phrase – head word <with>) 
 
 
pidgin:* 
a simplified language formed purely for the purposes of communication between two or more 
language communities. A pidgin is usually based on the syntax of one of the languages, but 
includes many lexical and phonological features from others. Most documented pidgins developed 
in the context of European colonialism, when a colonizing power came into contact with colonized 
or enslaved peoples. They are therefore largely based on English, Spanish or French (see creole). 
 
 
pitch:* 
refers to the frequency with which language is pronounced – i.e. whether it is high, medium or low. 
Pitch is relative and depends on the absolute pitch of the individual speaker. The lowest speaking 
pitch of a soprano may be higher than the highest pitch of a baritone. Intonation is achived through 
changes in pitch.  
 
 
place of articulation:* 
the part of the vocal organs which is used to produce a consonant. The 24 consonants of 
Australian English are produced at  one of 8 places of articulation (see appendix 2 and manner of 
articulation). 
  
 
planned discourse:* 
prepared speeches, and most written documents are examples of planned discourse. The speaker 
prepares the text in isolation from the audience with plenty of time to think (see unplanned 
discourse). 
 
 
plural:* 
the grammatical category used when a noun phrase refers to more than one item. In English, only 
count nouns are marked for the plural. Regular nouns are inflected with the suffix <s>. Some 
common nouns have irregular plurals (see also singular).  
 
E.G. <The cats are hungry> 
E.G. <I have two left feet> 
E.G. <There are five sheep in the paddock> 
 
 
politeness: 
the use of language expressions to show courtesy and respect towards others and to mark social 
status and social distance. Politeness can be analysed in terms of two distinct types – the meeting 
of positive face needs and the meeting of negative face needs. 
 
 
politeness marker: 
a lexeme, phrase or clause that is used to express politeness such as courtesy and social status.  
 
E.G. To avoid being rude  <please> can be used to reduce the assertive force of a command. 
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political correctness: 
a term used, often with negative connotations, to describe the belief that society must work more 
to ensure people are treated equally irrespective of their race, gender, sexuality or appearance. 
Politically correct language is language designed to reflect these values, and is frequently offered 
as an alternative to language which does not, known as discriminatory language.  
 
 
positive face needs 
All people have positive face needs – they are part of what we expect from other people in our 
interactions with them. They are our needs to be liked, respected and to belong. We can ‘meet’ 
other people’s positive face needs by speaking/writing in a way intended to make them feel this 
way. For example, a person may use a nickname when talking to a friend, or include them by use 
of the pronoun ‘we’ rather than ‘I’ or ‘you’ (see negative face needs).    
 
 
possessive:* 
a grammatical relationship between two noun phrases where the first noun effectively acts as a 
determiner of the second – helping to identify which one is being referred to. In English, the 
possessive is usually expressed through inflection of the modifying noun with the suffix <s>. The 
preposition <of> may be used to express the same meaning. Possessive pronouns and 
determiners are function words which are also used to express this relationship (see person). 
  
E.G.  <That’s my teacher’s pen> 
E.G.  <The moon’s orbit>  
E.G.  <The car’s front wheel> 
E.G.  <This is the house of Mr Black> 
E.G.  <Candy is her dog> 
E.G.  <Yours is better than mine> 
 
 
predicate: 
a syntactic function of describing what is true about the clause’s subject. This function is always 
served by a verb phrase. Sentences with more than one clause will have more than one predicate. 
Predicates can then be futher analysed using other functions terms: finite, predicator, complement 
and adverbial. 
 
E.G. <the cat always makes a mess> 
E.G. <organization takes priority over effort> 
E.G. <she was upset by the news>  
E.G. <Everybody came late but she had a great time anyway>  
 
 
predicator:* 
a function in a clause. The predicator describes the state, relation or action which is attributed to 
the subject of a clause. A lexical verb always serves this function. Depending on the verb used, 
the predicator may be followed by an object, a complement, both object and complement, or, in 
the case of intransitive verbs, by neither. Predicators are often preceeded by an auxiliary or a 
modal verb. 
 
E.G.  <The animals are in the barn>     
E.G.  <She was cleaning the pot> 
E.G.  <She can make me angry> 
E.G.  <did she know that already?> 
E.G.  <That stinks!>         
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prefix:* 
an affix that occurs before a root.  
 
E.G.  <dislocate> 
E.G.  <relocate> 
 
 
preposition:* 
a word class that expresses a relationship between another structure and the noun phrase which 
follows the preposition. The ‘core’ meaning of most prepositions is spatial or temporal, though 
many can be used with other abstract and/or metaphorical meanings.  
 
E.G.  <I’ll see you after the meeting> 
E.G.  <The cat is on the mat> 
E.G.  <We are fighting against Germany>  
E.G.  <I did it for Diane>  
E.G.  <You were always on my mind>  
 
 
prepositional phrase:* 
a phrase whose head word is a preposition. Prepositional phrases function as modifiers,  
adverbials or complements.  
 
E.G. <The ball is in the water>                     (complement of copula verb ‘is’) 
E.G. < I saw her by the river >                     (adverbial of place) 
E.G. <The man on the bus helped me>      (modifier of noun ‘man’) 
 
 
prescriptivism:* 
a theoretical approach to language that seeks to uphold and defend ‘correct’ usage, usually what 
is considered to be standard English (see descriptivism). 
 
 
present tense:* 
a verb tense. In the simple aspect the present tense is identical to the bare infinitive form of the 
verb, although the third person singular form is inflected with the suffix <s>. Though generally 
associated with present events, its actual use can be quite complex. In the simple aspect it is 
mostly  used to describe events that happen habitually, but also for events planned for the future, 
and even for adding life to narrating events of the past. It may be combined with perfect aspect 
and/or the progressive aspect (see tense).  
 
E.G.  <Every week she goes to the footy> 
E.G. <The exams begin next Monday> 
E.G.  <It’s March 1940. Hitler’s armies are poised to invade France> 
 
 
prestige status:* 
the variety of a language which is held to be most suitable for serious purposes and is used for 
official or public purposes (see Standard English). 
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pre-verbal stage:* 
the first stage in language acquisition. Infants in the pre-verbal stage (roughly from birth to 12 
months) become able to produce a range of sounds and engage in interactive behavior with their 
carers. ‘Cooing’, a simple random production of a narrow ranges of sounds, develops into 
‘babbling’, which makes use of a larger range with more pattern apparent. By the end of the pre-
verbal stage, the infant can understand some words, though cannot yet produce them.   
 
 
progressive aspect:* 
a tense aspect which is used to emphasise the verb in action or process. In English it is formed by 
using the appropriate form of the auxiliary verb <be> in combination with a ing-participle clause. It 
may be used in present or past tense, or with the modal <will> to express a future meaning. It may 
also be used in conjunction with the perfect aspect.  
 
Generally, the progressive aspect is only used with verbs of action. Verbs which describe relations 
and sensations may not be used in this way, though many of these kinds are ‘repurposed’ as 
action verbs in certain contexts.  
 
E.G.  <I am swimming>                         (present progressive) 
E.G  <I was swimming>                         (past progressive) 
E.G. <I have been swimming>               (present perfect progressive) 
E.G  <I will be swimming>                      (future progressive) 
E.G. <I am having brown eyes>             (non-standard use of relation verb in progressive aspect) 
E.G.  <I was hearing a strange sound!> (non-standard use of sensation verb in progressive aspect) 
E.G. <I am loving it!>                              (non-standard/borderline use of sensation verb in progressive aspect) 
 
 
pronoun:* 
a word class which serves the same functions as a noun phrase, but which have no fixed 
meaning. A little like a term of algebra (‘a+b=3’), each time it is used a pronoun has a different 
meaning, which is fixed by context, or by other content in the text. 
 
Some pronouns are deictic, and their meaning is fixed by context. They may refer to people (e.g. 
<you>) or things (e.g. <that>), and they allow us to directly communicate to or about the items 
referred to. Because they assume a more immediate knowledge of the context, their use can 
sometimes help to convey a closer tenor between the participants, and so lower the formality. See 
personal pronoun, demonstrative pronoun, and deictic reference.  
 
Other pronouns refer to items mentioned elsewhere within the text itself – most commonly before 
the pronoun (e.g. <John likes tea. He also likes coffee>.) These pronouns help us to return to 
ideas already mentioned whilst avoiding repetition. This reduces lexical density, easing the burden 
of comunication for both the speaker/writer and audience. See anaphoric and cataphoric 
reference. 
 
 
proper noun:* 
a noun which refers to a specific person, place or object and so is a name. In English orthography, 
proper nouns are written with an initial capital letter (see common noun). 
 
E.G. <James the First> 
E.G. <Melbourne> 
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E.G. <The Murray> 
 
 
prosodic features:* 
the collective term for the spoken characteristics of volume, pitch and tempo. In combination, 
these can be used to achieve the two more complex features of stress and intonation.  
 
 
public language: 
an umbrella term covering the registers which are used in public texts. Public language is 
frequently more formal, and planned than private language, and is produced with a view to making 
texts coherent to a wide audience.   
 
 
pun: 
the humorous use of a word to bring out differences in meaning or of words that are alike or nearly 
alike in sound but different in meaning. 
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Q / R 
 
recipient:* 
a semantic term which denotes whatever ‘undergoes’ a verb. In active sentences the recipient 
appears as the object. In passive sentences, the recipient is the subject (see agent). 
 
E.G.   <the dog ate the bone>                      (recipient as object)  
E.G.   <the bone was eaten by the dog>      (recipient as subject) 
 
 
reference: 
a cohesive tie, reference is the use of a lexeme to refer to something mentioned elsewhere within 
a text. The chief types of reference are anaphoric reference and cataphoric reference. Personal 
pronons, demonstrative determiners, and comparatives can all be used in this way. 
 
 
register:* 
a language variety associated with a particular context of use, rather than a group of users (as in a 
dialect). A text’s register and context are thus both identified in terms of the same four elements: 
field/s, function/s, mode, and tenor. Some examples of register include:  legal register, sports 
commentary register, news broadcast register, scientific register, academic register. The term 
‘register’ is often used as shorthand for the text’s formality, which reflects and reaffirms the tenor 
of the participants.  
 
 
relative clause: 
a type of dependent clause which functions as a modifier in a noun phrase of a main clause. A 
relative clause is introduced by a relative pronoun, which can be omitted in some cases.  
 
E.G.  <I love the students who come on time> 
E.G.  <That was a time I will always remember> 
E.G.  <The pub where we first met has closed!>   
E.G.  <I like the way you smell> 
 
 
repair: 
a feature of spoken texts when a speaker repairs an error (see also false starts). 
 
 
repetition:*  
the use of the same lexeme or phrase more than once. As a stylistic device repetition can be used 
for a number of purposes, such as emphasising an important point, drawing parallels between 
different points, ensuring that the audience has heard or understood, or holding the floor while the 
speaker thinks about the next thing to say. Repetition may also be unintended, and thus a non-
fluency feature. As a cohesive tie repetition helps to make a text cohesive through the repetition of 
key concepts or themes. 
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rhetoric: 
language used with an intention to persuade, usually in a public setting. 
 
 
rhotic:*   
an accent having the characteristic of pronouncing /r/ after some vowels – these are usually spelt 
with ‘vowel+r’ in standard orthography (e.g. <car>). Most accents of American English are rhotic, 
as are the accents of some regions (Cornwall, Northern Ireland) in the British Isles. See also non-
rhotic. Varieties of Australian English are generally not. 
 
 
rhyme:  
a type of phonological patterning in which assonance occurs at the end of two lines, or in which 
assonance is combined with consonance or alliteration at the end of two lines. An internal rhyme 
occurs when this happens within a line. Rhyme is a stylistic device used, for example, in song 
lyrics, poetry, advertising and rhyming slang, and may be associated with a range of functions and 
social purposes, depending on the context. 
 
 
rhythm:  
a type of phonological patterning. English is a naturally rhythmic language: speakers Rhythm is 
created by patterns of stress placement and, in the spoken mode, the tempo. Many texts display 
some rhythmic properties but in some these are more regular and apparent than in others. Its use 
may be associated with a number of functions and social purposes, such as to entertain, to 
celebrate, to consecrate.  
 
 
root morpheme:* 
in a multi-morpheme word, the morpheme with the ‘stem’, or basic meaning. Most roots are free 
morphemes, in that they are themselves words, though not all are. 
 
E.G. <idolised> 
E.G. <idolatry    
E.G. <perceive>   
E.G. <receive>  
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S 
 
 
sarcasm: 
irony used with personally abusive intent.  
 
 
second person:* 
a syntactic category that refers to the audience of the text – that is, the hearer(s) or reader(s). In 
English it is conveyed through the use of personal pronouns and determiners (see person).  
 
 
self-correction:* 
occurs when a speaker makes an error such as mispronouncing a word and goes back to correct 
the error. 
 
 
semantic field:* 
(also known as domain) an area of meaning referred to by a set of lexemes with interrelated 
meanings. Some examples are: food and cooking, auto parts, and footballs.  
 
 
semantics:* 
the study of meaning and how a meaningful message is constructed. 
 
 
semantic over-generalisation:* 
the tendency for language learners, when lacking a precise term for a phenomenon,  to use words 
in a broader meaning than is usual. For example, a child may describe a train as a <car>.  
 
 
semantic patterning: 
the use in a text of the semantic properties of words for stylistic effect. This most often involves the 
use of figurative language. Examples include: puns, metaphors, similes, idioms, personification 
and irony.  
 
 
sense relations: 
various ways which lexemes relate to each other by virtue of their meaning. Key examples are 
synonymy, antinomy and hyponymy. 
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sentence:* 
a sentence is the largest possible syntactic unit. This means that if there is no syntactic connection 
between two structures, then they are defined as two distinct sentences (they may of course be 
related to one another in other ways, for example through cohersive ties, such as the adverb 
<also>). It is important to note that an orthographic sentence (ie, a written word string, starting with 
a capital letter and ending in a full stop) is not necessarily the same as a syntactic sentence, as 
illustrated in the examples below. (See sentence type and sentence structure) 
 

E.G. <She was happy; he was the reverse.>              (two syntactic sentences in one orthographic one) 

E.G. <She was hungry. And that mattered! >              (one syntactic sentence broken across two orthographic ones) 

 
 
sentence type:* 
in English syntax, a sentence’s type is determined by the order that each function appears in it. 
Although sentence types are typically associated with particular communicative purposes, non-
syntactic features make some crossover possible (e.g. intonation may be used to give a 
declarative an interrogative function). See declarative, exclamative, imperative and interrogative. A 
group of words which fails to follow one of these patterns, and yet is presented as if it were a 
sentence, is a fragment. 
 
 
sentence structure* 
refers to the way in which one or more clauses are structured in a sentence. A sentence without a 
clause is a fragment. A sentence containing only one clause is a simple sentence.  One in which 
at least two clauses are co-ordinated is compound. A sentence with one or more dependent 
clauses is complex. 
 
 
setting:* 
An element of context, the setting of a text helps to define its mode.  It refers to the place and time 
where the text ‘happens’. For example, a conversation may have as its setting ‘a bus in February 
2020’. A written text’s setting is the ‘place’ it is published and read – ‘a news website’, ‘posters 
displayed through-out Victoria in 2019’.  
 
 
shift:* 
in language change, the way in which a lexeme can acquire a radically different denotation in 
addition to or as a replacement of its original meaning. For example, the lexeme <treacle> used to 
refer to an antidote to the venom of an animal.     
 
 
shortening:* 
the process of creating a new word by eliminating parts of a longer word. For example the word 
bus comes from omnibus. 
 
 
simile:* 
a type of figurative language that performs the function of comparing or connecting two things 
because they share similar qualities; or sometimes, of transferring the qualities of one thing to 
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another. 
 
 
simple sentence:* 
a sentence with only one predicate, and hence only one clause. Note that a sentence with only 
one clause is simple even if it has high lexical density, with many adverbials and much use of 
modification.    
 
E.G. <Jill rang me>  
E.G. <One dreary, wet Thursday morning, without so much as a word of explanation, a tall,   
          strange, shabby man entered my tiny office with a look of grim purpose on his broad,  
          unpleasant face.> 
 
 
simultaneous speech: 
occurs when two or more participants in a spoken interaction speak at the same time (see 
overlap). 
 
 
singular:* 
the grammatical number used when there is only one referent. The singular is not marked on 
nouns in English but the plural is (see person). 
 
 
situational context:* 
the main features of context: mode, tenor, field and function. See cultural context. 
 
 
slang: 
non-Standard lexemes whose use is associated with a particular social group, and which are 
unknown or poorly understood outside it. This is in contrast to colloquial language, which, while 
informal, is Standard, and broadly understood. In most cases, slang lexemes are formed when 
established words are repurposed with an alternative denotation. Some slang items may also be 
jargon, in that they refer to items and processes which have a precise technical meaning. Other 
slang items are simply alternative terms for a meaning which is broadly known. Slang by its nature 
is usually short lived, since groups that use it often value it most for its novelty and exclusivity. 
Occasionally slang lexemes enter general usage and become Standard. 
 
 
social distance: 
social distance can be discussed in terms of a scale of language use relating contexts where the 
participants are relatively close, of equal status or belong to a common group at one end, and 
contexts where such relationships do not hold between the participants at the other. Where there 
is little social distance between the participants, language expressing familiarity or solidarity is 
appropriate, whereas when the social distance between the participants is large, highly formalised 
language is appropriate. 
 
 
social purpose: 
a means of identifying a context’s tenor, which then is linked to the register’s formality. Social 
purposes are generally related to such social relations as: solidarity, authority, prestige, expertise, 
identity, belonging, social distance, rapport, face-needs, intimacy, and social harmony.  
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sociolect: 
see dialect. 
 
 
solidarity: 
an important value in human communities. Solidarity is the feeling and belief that a group of 
people are involved in a common project in life – that they will ‘stand and fall together’. It implies 
that they will take care of one another and treat each others’ interests as mutually enforcing (I win 
if you win). Solidarity is generally used to describe relationships between people who are not 
necessarily friends, but who still feel these bonds (e.g. Australians, Victorians, Doctors, young 
people). The affirming of solidarity is a key social purpose of many texts. 
 
 
spoken mode :* 
a mode in which ideas are conveyed by audible speech. This involves the use of the organs of 
speech and hearing. 
 
 
Standard English:* 
An umbrella term to describe the prestige dialects whose native speakers are the well educated, 
higher socio-economic status minorities in English speaking countries. It is chiefly identified in 
terms syntax, rather than lexis, since it shares most of its vocabulary with most other dialects of 
English. There is no Standard English accent, though some accents may be closely associated 
with it. In the written mode, it also determines the correct orthography of words. The use of 
Standard English is expected in formal contexts in institutions such as schools, the courts, 
government offices and some parts of the media, and it is generally considered to have a lingua 
franca function, being, in theory, comprehensible to all English speakers. As a prestige dialect, it 
undergoes extensive codification in dictionaries and style guides. Formal texts are generally in 
Standard English, though may occasionally involve non-Standard features. Informal texts are more 
likely to contain non-standard features, though many do not. See non-Standard English.  
 
 
standardisation (1) :* 
the process whereby a dialect of a language, usually one already spoken by prestige groups, is 
formally defined and given official status, usually as increasing levels of literacy enable codification 
to clearly define the overt norms which define it. 
 
 
standardisation (2) :* 
the process whereby a usage which has previously been considered non-standard becomes 
accepted as standard. For example, for much of the twentieth century the use of <their> as a 
gender neutral singular determiner was considered non-Standard English - <his> was the ‘correct’ 
alternative. Today, most style guides accept this usage as a means of avoiding discriminatory 
language. 
 
E.G.  <Your child should collect their exam results from the main office> 
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stop:* 
a manner of articulation. Stop consonants are produced by closing off the flow of sound and then 
releasing it suddenly. English has 6 stops  - /b/, /p/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/. Stops are also known as 
plosives (see appendix 2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
stress:*  
A phonological process whereby certain elements of speech are given prominence through the 
combination of a slightly higher pitch and slightly louder volume. There are two distinct ways in 
which this happens:  
 
‘Word stress’ refers to the way that one syllable in an English multi-syllable word one is always 
given greater prominence, while the vowels of the other syllables generally undergo vowel 
reduction.  
 
E.G. <Elephant>   (the first syllable is always stressed, the second and third undergo vowel  
            reduction) 
E.G. <repentant>  (the middle syllable is always stressed, the first and third undergo vowel  
                               reduction)  
 
 
‘Prosodic stress’ (usually referred to as simply ‘stress’ or ‘emphatic stress’ in transcript keys) refers 
to the way that words or phrases are given prominence in a particular text, helping to establish the 
focus of the clause.  
 
E.G. <I want to walk home>   (the speaker wants to emphasise the importance of where they want  
                                                 to go) 
 
E.G. <I want to walk home>    (the speaker wants to emphaises how they want to go) 
 
 
strong form:*  
see vowel reduction 
 
 
subject:* 
the structure in a clause whose function is to denote its truthmaker: the thing or person on whom 
its truth most depends. In a declarative, the subject precedes the predicate. Noun phrases and, 
occasionally, dependent clauses, function as subjects.   
 
E.G. <The wild dogs are on the prowl tonight>                                       (noun phrase) 
E.G. <That we solve the problem cheaply is my main concern>          (dependent clause)  
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subordinate clause:* 
another name for dependent clause. 
 
 
subordinating conjunction:* 
a conjunction used to introduce some dependent clauses. Examples are <because>, <although> 
and <that>. See also complex sentence and compound-complex sentence. 
 
 
subordination:* 
a relationship between two clauses, whereby one clause fulfills a function with respect to another.  
See dependent clause for examples.  
 
 
 
substitution: 
a cohesive tie, substitution is the use of special lexemes which allow users to avoid repeating 
clauses (<so>) verb phrases  (<did/do>) and nouns ( <one>, possessive pronouns) that have been 
recently used in the text.  
 
E.G.  A. <I love you> 
         B. <I thought so>                                                (substitutes clause ‘that you loved me’) 
 
E.G. <John went to the footy. Anne did too>               (substitues verb phrase ‘went to the footy’) 
 
E.G. <I lost my pencil. I used this one instead>          (substitutes noun ‘pencil’) 
 
E.G. <I like your house. But hers is bigger>                (substitutes noun ‘house’) 
  
 
suffix:* 
an affix that occurs after the root.  
 
E.G.  <happily> 
E.G.  <highest>  
 
 
suffixation in Australian English:* 
the common tendency of Australian speakers to shorten and add suffixes to words to 
communicate a more relaxed, friendly, or intimate relationship with either the object so described 
and/or the person being communicated with (N.B. strictly speaking, the term ‘suffixation in 
Australian English’ applies to all use of suffixes – including the derivations and inflections that are 
common in other varieties of English. In practice, the term is usually taken as referring to this 
particular use of suffixes). 
 
E.G. <servo>      (from <service station>) 
E.G. <rego>        (from <registration>) 
E.G. <barbie>     (from <barbeque>) 
  
 
superlative:* 
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a form taken by adjectives and adverbs. The superlative is used to state that, with respect to the 
quality described, an entity exceeds all others in a given group. It is formed through inflection with 
<est> for short adjectives and through pre-modification by <most> for longer adjectives and most 
adverbs. It is usually preceded by the definite article. The adjectives <good> and <bad> have 
irregular superlative forms, as do the adverbs <far>, <badly> and <well>. 
 
E.G.  <She is the happiest girl in the world.> 
E.G.  <They are the most intelligent class I’ve ever taught.> 
E.G.  <Of all the boys, Danny writes the most clearly>. 
E.G.  <She is the best friend I’ve ever had.>  
E.G.  <Of all the girls, Sandy writes the best.> 
 
 
syllable:* 
the basic rhythmic unit of speech.. 
 
 
symbolism: 
refers to the use of a lexical item or expression as a symbol to represent something beyond itself. 
A symbol is like an abbreviation or sign which is used to mean far more than its specific 
denotation. For example, a letter can be a symbol for a specific sound. 
 
 
synonym:* 
a word having the same or nearly the same meaning, or denotation, as another word. 
 
 
synonymy:* 
refers to the sense relation between words that have similar meanings, or denotations e.g. 
<heavy> and <weighty>. 
 
 
syntactic patterning:* 
the use of syntactic structures for stylistic effect (see antithesis, listing and parallelism). 
 
 
syntax:* 
the study of the structure of sentences in a language, in particular the rules by which words are 
combined to form sentences. 
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T 
 
taboo language: 
language which is offensive or socially unpleasant in a given culture. Taboo language concerns 
taboo subjects. In the general culture of 21st century Australia, notable taboo subjects are death, 
certain body parts, and bodily functions, though some sub-cultures within Australia may differ from 
this. See also euphemism. 
 
 
tempo:* 
a prosodic feature.  Tempo is the speed at which speech is produced. In transcripts <A> is often 
used to indicate fast speech, and the letter <L> is used to indicate slow speech. 
 
 
taking the floor:* 
an aspect of turn taking in which a participant starts speaking in place of another and so begins a 
turn. The way in which this is done – through overlapping speech, discourse particles – is often 
reflective of the text’s register, purpose and/or context.   
 
 
telegraphic stage:* 
the third stage in language development, lasting roughly from 2 to 3 years. In the telegraphic 
stage, infants begin to produce simple sentences, though their lack of control over syntax means 
these sentences are often highly simplified. Pronunciation continues to develop, though consistent 
production of all phonemes is  not usually acquired until the multi-word stage. 
   
 
Tense-Aspect:* 
a grammatical category applicable to verbs. The tense of the clause is marked by the finite, while 
other auxiliaries combined with non-finite verb forms express the the aspect. While the terms 
‘future’, ‘present’ and ‘past’ suggest the time that the described event took place, it is important to 
recognise that actual usage is complex: present tense, for example, can be used to describe both 
past and future events (see also present tense, past tense, future and aspect).  
 

 
The Tense-Aspect System in English 

 
 

 Present Tense Past Tense Future 
Simple 
Aspect 

I play I played 
I    will/shall play 

Progressive 
Aspect 

I am playing I was playing 
I     will/shall be playing 

Perfect 
Aspect 

I have played I had played 
I     will/shall have played 

Perfect 
Progressive 
Aspect 

I have been playing I had been playing 
I     will/shall have been playing 

 
*The finite is bolded, the predicator is underlined 
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text type:* 
an element of mode, text type refers to particular ways in which speech or writing might be 
presented: a conversation, a broadcast interview, a printed newspaper article etc.  
 
 
theories of child language acquisition:* 
the various ways that linguists and psychologists have sought to systematically explain how 
infants learn language. Three theories in particular are studied in this course: behaviourism, 
innatism and interactionism. 
 
 
third person:* 
a syntactic category that refers to a person or object that is neither the speaker/writer or the 
audience.  In English it is chiefly conveyed through the use of personal pronouns and determiners, 
though in the third person singular the verb is inflected with the suffix <S> in present tense  (see 
person).  
 
E.G. <she loves me!> 
 
 
topic management:* 
the way that participants in a conversation decide what to talk about. One or more of the 
participants may be more important in choosing the topic than others – this may reflect their status 
in the group, which may also be reflected in the way that topic shifts occur. 
 
 
topic shift:* 
a change in topic within a text. Topic shifts in conversations can be explained in terms of who 
chooses to make them – in particular the roles and relationships of the participants. Topic shifts 
may also play a role in logical ordering, and, hence, coherence, and text type. Planned texts 
usually exhibit a high degree of logical progression in topic changes. Spontaneous texts may 
involve less predictable shifts (see topic loops). 
 
 
topic loop:* 
a feature of topic management when the topic of a conversation returns to a subject previously 
discussed. A participant may often explicitly achieve this through a formulaic expression such <as 
I was saying…>  
 
 
turn:* 
in a conversation, the right to speak at a particular time. 
 
 
turn-taking:* 
the way in which the alternation of turns in a spoken interaction is managed. This may vary 
depending on contextual factors. In particular, the way in which participants turn-take during a 
conversation may reveal information about their authority and status. 
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U 
 
understatement: 
a figure of speech that involves minimising or giving less importance to what is being described 
than is actually the case. As such, it is a form of irony. Like overstatement, it has the effect of 
intensifying the expression of feelings or impressions, often with humorous intent.  
 
E.G.  <Elon Musk has a little bit of money> 
 
 
unplanned discourse: 
spontaneous use of language, typically in conversation but also in email and so on. The roles of 
speaker and audience switch regularly and there is little time for planning what to say (see 
planned discourse). 
 
 
unstressed:* 
refers to syllables in words that do not receive prominence. In the word ‘begin’ the initial syllable 
(<be>) is unstressed (see also stress). Unstressed syllables generally undergo vowel reduction.  
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V 
 
variation:* 
differences in the features of a language in use, arising between individuals, communities, and 
contexts. Variation may occur in all the subsystems of a language. A group of variations which 
commonly occur together are the defining features of a langugae variety.  
 
 
variety:* 
a distinctive version of a language. A variety defined in terms of those who speak it is generally 
known as a dialect. One defined by context of use is a register.  
 
 
verb:* 
a word class that, uniquely in English, undergoes inflection to show tense. Verbs describe 
processes of many different types, though these can be loosely allocated to one of three 
categories: actions, relations, and subjective sensations or thoughts. See also verb form, verb 
agreement, tense, aspect, voice, person, and number. 
 
<I heard you>                  (sensation verb) 
<He helped her>             (action verb) 
<They are teachers>       (relation verb)  
 
 
verbal idiom 
An idiom based on a verb, these lexemes (also known as ‘phrasal verbs’) are highly prevalent in 
English, and are often  based on irregular verbs with an Old English origin. Their frequent use in a 
text tends to add informality. In more formal texts, similar meanings are often conveyed by verbs 
with Latin or French origin. 
 
<How do you get by?>                                               (compare: <subsist>, <survive> ) 
<She’s taking over another company>                      (compare: <acquire> <purchase>)  
<How do we get out of the building>>                       (compare:  <exit>) 
<He comes over a little snooty>                                (compare: <appear>) 
 
 
verb agreement:* 
the syntactic rule whereby verbs undergo inflection so as to match the person and number of the 
subject. In many languages, finite verbs are inflected with a distinct suffix for each person and 
number. In English, finite verbs only undergo one inflection of this type: in the present tense the 
third person singular is inflected with the suffix <s>. 
 
E.G. <she loves disco music> 
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verb form:* 
the form which a verb takes in use. Most English verbs take six forms, as set out in the table 
below. Many common verbs are irregular and do not follow the usual pattern – two examples are 
given below. Modal verbs can only be used as a finite verb with present/past meaning depending 
on the modal verb used. See tense-aspect for more on how these forms are used. 
 
 

  
non-finite verb forms 

 
finite verb forms 

 
bare 

Infinitive 
infinitive 
with to 

   past 
participle 

 
ing-participle 

 

present 
tense 

past 
tense 

regular  
example 
 

Play to play Played Playing play(s) played 

irregular 
example 1 

Take to take Taken Taking take(s) took 

irregular 
example 2 

Hit to hit Hit Hitting hit(s) hit 

Modal verbs - - - - must 

 
 
 
verb phrase:* 
a phrase in which a verb is the head word.  Verb phrases function either as the predicate in a 
clause, or are a dependent elements. 
 
E.G. <She walks all over town>                                (predicate of subject ‘she’) 
E.G. <I am going to the shops>                                (part of verb phrase headed by ‘am’ ) 
E.G. <I am tired of helping you>                                (part of preposition phrase headed by ‘of’) 
E.G. <The girls, exhausted by their hard work,  
           collapsed on the sofa and rested>                    (adjectival, dependent of ‘girls’) 
 
 
vocal effects:* 
the use of the voice to produce non-linguistic sounds. These can frequently have meaning in a 
given context, and are hence examples of paralinguistic behaviour. Examples are coughs, 
laughter and breath.   
 
 
vocative:* 
a grammatical function fulfilled by pronouns and nouns when they are used to ‘hail’ the person 
being addressed. In addition to gaining someone’s attention, vocatives can also contribute to a 
text’s social purposes.   
 
E.G.  <Mr Jones, would you like to make your order?>  
E.G.   <Year 12s, listen carefully!>  
E.G.   <Hey moron, your toast is ready!> 
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voice quality: 
the tone of voice a speaker uses. Examples include creaky voice, associated with tiredness, and 
breathy voice, associated with shyness, or sensuality, or simply being out of breath. 
 
 
voiced:* 
describes sounds which are made using vibration of the vocal chords. All vowels are voiced, as 
are some consonants. In English, there are 15 voiced consonants: see IPA appendix.  
 
 
voiceless:* 
a consonant produced without the vibration of the vocal chords.  In English, 9 consonant sounds 
are voiceless: see IPA appendix.  
 
 
volume:* 
the loudness with which speech is spoken. A prosodic feature. 
 
 
vowel:* 
a class of phones and phonemes in which sound is produced by the vibration of the vocal folds 
and allowed to pass through the vocal organs without obstruction. Differences in vowels are made 
by changing the shape of the oral cavity. Vowels are always voiced in English. There are 20 vowel 
phonemes in English. 
 
 
vowel reduction:* 
the proununication of vowels in unstressed syllables. The phone produced is generally close to the 
‘schwa’ sound, though this can vary without any important impact on meaning. In English, 
unstressed syllables occur in most mutlisyllable words. Function words of one syllable also 
undergo vowel reduction in some contexts, and so are said to have both a strong form and weak 
form pronunciation.  
 
 
E.G. <elUHphUHnt>                      (‘elephant’ -first syllable stressed, remaining two unstressed  

   syllables reduced to schwas or similar) 
 

E.G. <Can you swim?>                   (‘can’ pronounced as in <candle> - strong form) 
 
E.G> <I cUHn swim>                       (‘can’ as in <Duncan> - weak form) 
 
E.G. <I’m going tUH thUH shops>.  (function words ‘to’ and ‘the’ unstressed – vowels reduced to   
                                                          schwas or similar) 
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W - X - Y - Z 
 
word:* 
a meaningful unit that can stand alone in speaking or writing. Words may contain one or more 
morphemes and are combined into phrases, clauses and sentences. 
 
 
word formation:* 
the addition of new words to a language through a variety of processes (see blend, conversion, 
compound, commonisation).  
 
 
word class:*  
(also known as parts of speech). Words are classified by the syntactic role they generally play in 
actual sentences. While most words are used in just one class, many may be used in two or more 
(see example below). Various grammatical systems define the word classes slightly differently, 
though the system used for VCE English Language comprises eleven: noun, adjective, 
determiner, verb, auxiliary verb, modal verb, adverb, preposition, pronoun, conjunction, and 
interjection.  
 
E.G.  <I live down the street>                                                    (<down> as a preposition) 
E.G.  <Can you down a beer in 10 seconds?>                          (<down> as a verb) 
E.G.  <That’s the down lift, where’s the up?>                            (<down> as an adjective)  
E.G.  <He looked down and frowned.>                                      (<down> as an adverb) 
E.G.  <You have to cope with the ups and the downs.>            (<down> as a noun) 
 
 
word loss:* 
the process whereby words ceased to be used, so that they either are no longer known to the 
majority of speakers, or their use becomes a archaism. 
 
 
written mode:* 
a mode that relies on visual representations to communicate language. Writing involves the use of 
orthography. 
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Appendix 1: - Cohesive Ties 
 
Semantic connections between parts of a text are called cohesive ties. Those prescribed as metalanguage for the VCE course can 
be grouped under six broad headings.  
 

 Features Examples 
Conjunctions and 
adverbials 
 
These explicitly signal 
relationships between 
ideas in different 
sentences/clauses 

Conjunctions 
 
The meaning of conjunctions is 
generally to explicitly signal a 
meaningful connection between 
parts of a text – sometimes within, 
sometimes across, sentence 
boundaries.  
 

There are a number of reasons for this. And I am going to tell you four of 
them 
 
 

Adverbials 
 
Adverb phrases and Prepositional 
phrases usually serve this 
function. 

I visited all the cities of Europe. I did not, however, go to New York. 
 
On the one hand I really love tea. On the other hand, coffee is a really 
good idea right now! 
 

Lexical Choice 
 
The presence of two 
or more words which 
are connected 
through meaning can 
help to unify the text 
for a reader, allowing 
for easier processing 
of the information.  

Hyponymy 
 
Moving from category to example 
– or vice versa – provides a 
logical connection between parts 
of the text 
 

I love dogs. My favourite is the Airedale terrier. 
 
(‘dogs’ is the hypernym, ‘Airedale terrier’ is the hyponym) 

Antonym 
 
It is easier to connect and process 
words of opposite meanings into 
cohesive wholes.  
 

The rich are happy. The poor are not. 
 

Synonym There are lots of wealthy children around here. There must be some rich 
parents about. 
 
Madonna’s career is long and successful. The singer first came to 
prominence in the early 1980s. 
 

Collocation 
 
Some words whose meaning is in 
some way connected appear 
frequently in close proximity. 
These conventional combinations 
are easily recognised and 
processed, making those texts 
containing them easier to follow. 
 

I looked at the toast. Once more, it was burnt. 
 
The man came into the room. Tall, dark and handsome, he was striking 
to all. 

Deictics 
 
Rather than link the 
text to itself, these 
terms link the text to 
the context, since 
their reference is 
fixed in context . Their 
frequent use can 
lower formality, since 
it implies an assumed 
knowledge of context 
that more public texts 
avoid.  
 
 
 
 
 

Can be pronouns, adverbs or 
determiners 
 

Give me that! 
 
This lake is the most important habitat in the state. 
 
Today we gather to remember a remarkable man. 
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Repeating ideas 
 
Cohesive texts 
inevitably return to 
previously mentioned 
ideas. There are a 
range of structures 
used to do this, 
depending on the text 
type, the register, and 
stylistic concerns. 

Repetition 
 
Can sometimes add clarity and/or 
emphasis, though used too much 
can result in excessive lexical 
density. 
 

I saw the new Star Wars film last week. And I have to say the new Star 
Wars film is unmissable. 
 

Substitution 
 
 ‘so’, ‘one’, ‘do/did’ and the 
possessive pronouns can be used 
to effectively ‘reuse’ linguistic 
material that has occured before.   
 

Where’s your car? 
I haven’t gone one. 
 
My calculator’s bust. Can I borrow yours? 
 
Are current tax levels too high? I think so, but the PM thinks not. 
 
A number of them went. I know John did, and he really enjoyed it. 
 

Anaphoric and Cataphoric 
Reference 
 
Pronouns, determiners, 
demonstratives and comparatives 
can be used to refer directly to 
items mentioned previously 
(anaphoric) and subsequently 
(cataphoric)  in the text.  

I saw the new Star Wars film last week. And I have to say that it is 
unmissable! (anaphoric, pronoun) 
 
She was exhausted. This was evident from her face. (anaphoric, 
demonstrative pronoun) 
 
My life is harder. Your life is easy.  (cataphoric, comparative) 

 

Ellipsis 
 
An especially common feature of 
exchanges between two or more 
paticipants, ellipsis is when 
material is simply left out as it is 
considered obvious. 
  

A.I saw the new Star Wars film last week. 
 
B. Did you? 
 
(ellipsis of verb phrase ‘see the new Star Wars film last week’) 

Information Flow 
 
Concerns the way in 
which information is 
ordered and  
‘packaged’ within and 
across clauses 
 
When this happens in 
a way which matches 
the context and 
purposes of the text, 
audiences find the 
ideas presented 
easier to follow, 
adding to coherence.  

End Focus 
 
The ‘default’ focus in English, end 
focus is the expectation that a 
clause will start with given 
information, and  end with focus 
on new/important information. 
 
Sometimes particular  
grammatical choices are made to 
take advantage of this expectation 
 
 
 
  

<John came in. He looked tired>  
An example of typical information flow: pronoun ‘he’ is given information 
and the topic - while ‘tired’ is the focus and new information    
 
<There was a huge tree on the horizon> 
existential ‘there’ used as dummy subject so that the tree is presented as 
under focus - the new information 
 
<I’m calling about your application. I can confirm that it has now been 
processed>  
passive used with known subject (the forms) – while the process they 
undergo is new information 
 
<It was John who killed the cat> 
Clefting places end focus on ‘John’ within the intitial clause, giving it front 
focus within the sentence 

  
Front Focus 
 
Typically, topics: 
 
1. Are the subject of the verb 
2. Are the agent of the verb 
3. Are meaningful 
4. Are already given information. 
When the ‘front’ of the clause – 
the topic - does not follow one of 
the usual expectations about 
topics, and so draws special 
attention to itself. 
 
This typically involves grammatical 
change, but can involve the use of 
prosody or determiners and 
pronouns to show new information 

<Went the travellers down with him to Innisfree, 
And sang they songs of joy there as did he>  
Inversion places the verb at the front 
 
In a dark forest, John followed the cat  
<fronted adverbial As topic> 
 
<John killed the cat>   
Prosodic or graphic stress marks the topic as new 
 
<A car was driven into the statue of Tony Abbott last night, causing minor 
damage. Police are making inquiries> 
Indefinite determiner marks the topic as new 
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Appendix 2: International Phonetic Alphabet for English 

 
Consonants 
 

 Bilabial Labio-
Dental Dental     Alveolar Postalveolar Palatial Velar Glottis 

 
Stops 
(Plosive) 
 

   p  b 
                         t    d  k   g  

 
Fricative 
 

   f    v   θ  ð               s    z                 ʃ    ʒ   h 

 
Affricate     
 

                                      tʃ   dʒ    

 
Nasal 
 

   m                             n      ᵑ  

 
Approximant 
 

   w    R      j   

 
Lateral 
 

    L    

 
Of paired items , the left is unvoiced, the right is voiced 
 
Vowels 
 

Monophthongs 
 

 Diphthongs 
 

æ Bad  aɪ Bye 
a Bard  ɛɪ Bay 
ɛ Bed  ɒɪ Boy 
ɜ Bird  iə Beer 
ɪ Bid  ɛə Bare 
i Bead  ʊə Boor 

ɒ Bod  æʊ Bow (as in ‘to the 
queen’) 

ɔ Board  əʊ Bow (as in ‘arrow’) 
u Booed    
ʌ Bud    
ʊ Buddha    
ə 

Buddha (schwa – appears in 
reduced vowels only) 
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Appendix 3: Symbols Typically Used In Transcriptions of Spoken Texts 

 

<L  L>                lento – slow  
                          paced utterance        
                      

  ,                          continuing intonation 
 

<A  A>               allegro – fast- 
                          paced utterance                          

 .                          final intonation 
 

<F   F>              forte – loud voice    <P P>                soft voice 
 

(.)                       very short pause   /                         rising pitch 
 

<CRE CRE>      utterance getting     
                           louder and faster 
 

 ?                         questioning          
                           Intonation 

(..)                       short pause 
 

  
(…)                     longer pause 
 

-                          truncated word 
 

 \                          falling pitch 

____                  stress 
 

 @@@                short burst of    
                           laughter 
 

H)                       intake of breath 
 

 @@@@@         longer stretch of         
                           laughter 
 

=                         lengthening of a     
                           sound 
 

  [ ]                       overlapping speech                                       
 

 


